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ABSTRACT

Pamela on Directing Three the Hard Way:
An Exploration of Theatrical and Communicative Processes

by
Pamela S. Adolphi

The direction of the play Three the Hard Way by Linda Eisenstein achieved the playwright’s
intent and the super objective of the play. The application of theatrical and communicative
processes facilitated the direction of the desired metacommunicatations associated with the
family’s dynamics by expressing the struggles and perceptions associated with the family and
their relationships. The implementation of the director’s prompt book illustrates the use of
proxemics in creating picturizations for the stage. In addition, the exploration of the directing
process and the progression of the production are examined in daily journal entries. The
successes of the directorial approach and implementations are considered, as well as the aspects
of the production that may not have reached full potential.
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CHAPTER 1
PAMELA ON DIRECTING: RESEARCH AND ANALYSIS
The presentation of the following information is crafted as an unfolding. It is presented in
this fashion to aid the reader in her or his understanding of my directorial process. This chapter
addresses research, thoughts, ideas, and analysis of the play and of the production prior to the
rehearsal process. Chapter 2 discusses the directorial process and the progression of the
production through journal entries. The journal entries include preliminary information, rehearsal
and production information, as well as personal thoughts and considerations during the
directorial process. Chapter 3 illustrates the director’s blocking choices through the
implementation of the directorial promptbook. Chapter 4 reviews and addresses the
achievements and challenges of the directorial process and production.
When I was approached with the opportunity to direct a main-stage production for my
thesis project, I was ecstatic. As a graduate student, directing a main-stage production was not
something I thought I would have the opportunity to experience. My initial reaction was
disbelief. I had expressed interest in directing, but I never thought the department would
approach me with the prospect of directing a full-length play. Consequently, I jumped at the
proposal.
I viewed this proposal as an educational platform where I could enhance my skills and
knowledge of the theatrical process. In addition, I acknowledged that this was an opportunity to
use my background in the Communications discipline. I could apply my knowledge and
understanding of the communicative process in my approach to directing the production and in
my overall analysis of the play.
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Upon my first reading of the script, I fell in love with the play and the characters. I have
five sisters of my own and I can appreciate and relate to the struggles that the characters of the
play experience. My family’s differences, along with our own perceived truths about our
relationships with our parents, added to the complexity and tensions between us well into
adulthood. Through the years, we have grown to an understanding, an acceptance, of who we are
and the influences our parents had on us.
Being a parent myself, I often wonder if I am making the right choices. Am I doing what
is right by my daughter? How are my decisions affecting her growth, her personality, and her
perceptions of me, of herself, and of life? Parenting is a gamble. Like Albert, sometimes I win
and sometimes I lose. I cannot tell you how many times I have rolled the dice and came up
empty. Nonetheless, I keep rolling them.
Three the Hard Way is a warm, heartfelt journey into the struggles surrounding
parenthood, sibling differences, and reconciliations. The fundamental nature of the characters’
relationships is reminiscent of true life. This family is simply trying to function the best way they
know how. In essence, playwright Linda Eisenstein has accomplished a remarkable piece with
Three the Hard Way, exploring family relationships, personal independence, and acceptance.
The Playwright
Awards, Affiliations, Education, and Instruction
Linda Eisenstein’s work as a writer has involved musicals, full-length plays, one-acts,
monologues, poetry, fiction, and essays. Her writings illustrate diversity by harnessing many of
the social issues existing in today’s society. Her work has been published in a variety of forms
extending from journal publications to anthologies of her short plays. Additionally, her essays on
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playwriting have been collected in the book Practical Playwriting: On the Craft and Business of
Writing for the Stage.
Eisenstein is a diverse, accomplished playwright and an award-winning author. She has
been honored with several awards for her work including, the Ohio Arts Council Individual
Artist Fellowship for Discordia, Sappho's Symposium Competition for The Names of the Beast,
and Ohio Arts Council New Works Grant for Street Sense (“Awards & Honors,” n.d.). She has
received a number of awards for her full-length play Three the Hard Way. The play has won the
Theatre Arts Guild (Omaha, NE) Outstanding New Script for the 2000-2001 season, the Gilmore
Creek Playwriting Competition in 1995, and the Ohio Arts Council Individual Artist Fellowship
in 1995 (“Awards & Honors”).
In addition to being an award-winning, published author, Eisenstein possesses a
number of affiliations to her credit. She is a Member Writer for The Playwrights’ Unit at the
Cleveland Play House in Cleveland, Ohio where she currently resides. Her other affiliations
include, The American Society for Composers, Authors, and Publishers; The Dramatists Guild of
America; Literary Managers and Dramaturgs of the Americas; International Center for Women
Playwrights; and the Association for Theater in Higher Education (“Professional Affiliations,”
n.d.).
Eisenstein holds a Master of Arts in English-Creative Writing from Cleveland State
University, graduating summa cum laude in 1994. She also earned her Bachelor of Arts in
Psychology and Literature in 1971 from the same institution (“Education,” n.d.). Her academic
achievements extend beyond earning degrees. She has sought professional instruction in
instrument proficiencies, piano, composer, and librettist studies, as well as musical theater and
theater workshops (“Education”).
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Eisenstein also shares her experiences and education through instruction. She has taught
Scriptwriting for TV and Documentary Film at Denison University and was the Visiting Writer
in Residence for Cleveland State University in 1996 and 2000, teaching courses and workshops
in Advanced Playwriting and improvisation. In addition to institutional instruction, Eisenstein
engages in conferences and workshops outside of the university setting (“Teaching Resume,”
n.d., University section).
She was a speaker at the Skyline Writers' Conference in 2005 where she discussed the
topic of Playwriting for Genre-Jumpers, and in 2003 she gave a lecture on Guerilla Marketing The Internet at the Playwrights Forum in Washington DC. Furthermore, she was the keynote
speaker in 1999 for the Women Playwrights Mini-Conference, Playwrights Forum in
Washington DC where her topic was Women Playwrights, Evening the Odds (“Teaching
Resume,” n.d., Theatres, Workshops, and Conferences [selected] section).
Activism and Feminism
Eisenstein’s passion for writing extends well beyond the formal composition of a piece.
She is an activist and feminist, providing a vocal platform for women. The issues facing women
in today’s societies and cultures are at the heart of her work. In an interview she stated,
“women’s issues, our problems out in the world, our tangled connections, our inner yearnings:
those are of most immediate interest to me” (“A Conversation,” 2000, Feminism and Spirituality
section, para. 2). Working as a theater activist, Eisenstein has attempted to enhance the visibility
and importance of women’s achievements. She has committed to writing roles for middle age
and older women claiming, “they’re so scandalously marginalized in the theatre business” (“A
Conversation,” Feminism and Spirituality section, para. 4).
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Bad Grrrls, Eisenstein’s anthology of monologues for women, is an extraordinary
collection of diverse material for women of all ages and ethnicities. As an activist and feminist,
Eisenstein has dedicated her time into giving the marginalized and oppressed a voice. Her
anthologized works, Comedy Guaranteed More Than 10% and Eisenstein’s Monster, are prime
examples of her diverse exploration in revealing social issues with Gay, Lesbian, Bisexual, and
Transgender (GLBT) culture. Moreover, her thought-provoking full-length play, Rehearsing
Cyrano, examines gender roles, power, and academia. In an interview, Eisenstein stated, “I
wanted to write a play where I could draw on the complexities and ironies that come up in
contemporary academia–explore the dynamic of what happens in rehearsal when you do gender
switches” (Nesvet, 2001, para. 3).
Eisenstein has proven herself as a successful, dedicated, and passionate writer. Her work
has been published and performed both nationally and internationally, and she has received
numerous awards for her achievements. Through her work, women, ethnicities, and GLBT
communities have a stage in which to express their emotions, thoughts, and struggles of everyday life. The diversity of her work illustrates and invites performers and audience members to
look behind the curtain of social constructs in a fun, comical, and sometimes outrageous
experience.
The Play
Background Information and Previous Productions
Three the Hard Way is a contemporary drama that integrates family issues with an
underscore of humor. In a review, Delmont (2000) suggests, “the play is not at all leaden or
depressing but has the ring of true life to it” (para. 8). In addition, Eisenstein’s approach to
dialogue is exceptionally crafted, which “in the theater, when the talk is good -- and Eisenstein’s
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is very good -- then talk becomes action” (McElfresh, 2003, para. 3). As a result, the language
and the action of the characters resemble everyday life.
The play features a cast of four: one male and three females. The time in the play is
March 1992. The author emphasizes that the play should be performed with minimal scenery.
The style of the play, therefore, is selective realism. The settings include a pool hall, a motel
room, a funeral parlor, a casino cocktail lounge, and memories of the characters. The play was
copyrighted in 1996 by Linda Eisenstein and is currently published by Dramatic Publishing.
Eisenstein began writing the play in graduate school as her master’s project. She directed
a staged reading of an early draft as part of her thesis defense (“A Conversation,” 2000, SeaChange: From Collaborations to Writing Solo section, para. 2). The play made its professional
debut in 1995 at the Dobama Theatre in Cleveland Heights, Ohio.
Since then the play has been produced in several venues across the nation. The New
Edgecliff Theatre, a minimalist theater that focuses on contemporary and infrequently produced
work in Cincinnati, Ohio, and SNAP! Productions, an educational theater that promotes AIDS
awareness and diversity tolerance in Omaha, Nebraska, are two of the latest venues to produce
the play (“Mission Statement,” n.d.; “Our Mission,” 2005; “Three the Hard Way,” n.d.). In
addition, Three the Hard Way has been produced at the Front Row Theatre in Oakhurst, CA;
Muskingum College in New Concord, OH; Murray State University in Murray, KY; Pacific Arts
Center Theatre in Arcata, CA; Albany Civic Theatre in Albany, OR; St. Mary's University of
Minnesota, Stage 3 in Sonora, CA; GodBox Productions in Bloomington, IN; and Theatre
Suburbia in Houston, TX (“Three the Hard Way”).
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Historical Considerations
In order to portray an accurate interpretation of a piece, the director must consider the
historical and social contributions in relation to the play she or he is producing. In fact, as
Wilson (1998) argues, “all art, including theater, is related to the society in which it is produced”
(p. 45). The depiction of Grecian society in King Oedipus and the social implications in Angels
in America are prime examples of the historic and social contributions expressed in the art of
theater.
In accordance with the script, Three the Hard Way takes place in March 1992. This was a
presidential election year for the United States. A major political theme during the electoral
campaign was the issue of family values. Family values, as defined by Hammond, Shibley, and
Solow (1994) are the “combined issues of abortion, homosexuality, sex outside of marriage, and
gender equality” (p. 248). However, Eisenstein does not explicitly discuss these or other
historical and social issues, such as economic standings, literary explorations, religious
ideologies, or educational and technological advances related to the period in which the play
takes place.
Unlike the socially historic plays of King Oedipus and Angles in America, the historical
and social issues of the period in which Three the Hard Way takes place are considerably
irrelevant in expressing the overall action of the play. Even though this irrelevancy exists, the
historic and social influences of the time should not be ignored. In ignoring these influences, the
director faces the possible misinterpretation of the work and, ultimately, the production.
While this is not a play about social issues, as suggested by Shooner in an interview,
claiming that “this play is in no way a ‘message’ or an ‘issue’ play” (Jacob, 2003, para. 8),
historic and social relevance can provide insight to the director and to the design team for the
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implementation of the technical elements. Therefore, it is important for the director to take into
an account the historical considerations in an effort to interpret the production style and the
playwright’s purpose. In fact, as Gillette (2000) discusses, “research into the...history of the
playwright’s era can provide information on the world that shaped the author’s thinking” (p. 23).
Moreover, by examining the script and historical relevance, the director can effectively
conceptualize her or his vision of the play while maintaining the playwright’s intent.
Directorial Analysis and Approach
Directorial Concept
In reviewing the script, I have concluded that the playwright’s intent is to examine the
nature of family relationships. My conclusions are congruent with Shooner’s in that he discusses
the play “...clearly focuses on the dynamics and the psychological underpinnings of family...” (as
cited in Jacob, 2003, para. 8). I conceive of the play as focusing on the characters: their
relationships, their perceptions, their struggles, their roles within the family dynamic, and their
needs for acceptance.
My concept for the play and for the production is relational shifts. In an effort to examine
the relational shifts within the context of the play, I am considering the following questions:
How do the family’s relationships shift within the various subsystems of the family? How do
their roles within the family system influence their relational shifts within the subsystems? How
does a character shift in behavior in relation to the current behavior when the dynamics of the
situation change? Additionally, how does a technical element shift in definition in relation to the
current definition when the dynamics of the situation change? Through analysis and application,
I will attempt to communicate my conceptual understanding of the play, as well as strive to
maintain the playwright’s intent.
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Rehearsal and Production Information
In directing this play, several aspects of the production were considered in the planning
process. These included scheduling and attending regular production meetings, and conducting
regular rehearsal periods. Plans were made to hold production meetings once per week beginning
the week of August 28, 2006. In addition, the rehearsal schedule was set with rehearsals
beginning on September 5, 2006, following the auditions which were scheduled for August 31,
2006. Callback auditions were scheduled for September 1, 2006. The rehearsal periods were
scheduled to run Monday thru Friday beginning at 7p.m. and ending no later than 10p.m. the
same night. The rehearsal schedule was subject to changes, taking into consideration holidays,
school closings and the availabilities of any outside consultants I deemed necessary to assist me
in my directing endeavor.
The intended audience for this production was East Tennessee State University (ETSU)
campus and the surrounding communities. The production took place in the Bud Frank Theatre
(BF) on the ETSU campus on October 19-22, 2006, and at the VA Memorial Theatre (VA) on
the Veterans Administration Campus on October 25, 2006, for the Kennedy Center-American
College Theatre Festival (KC-ACTF). The artists involved included a cast of four: one male,
Patrick Cronin who was precast, and three females who were cast from the ETSU and-or
surrounding communities. The stage crew was ETSU students who wished to obtain Theatre
Laboratory credit. The design team consists of two ETSU graduate designers; Monet LaClair,
costume designer and Chad Fraley, set designer; and two ETSU Theatre faculty members;
Melissa Shafer, sound designer and Dr. Delbert Hall, lighting designer.
The costumes reflected the personality of the characters and were suggestive to the period
of the play. As the playwright suggests, the play is to be done in selective realism style; the set
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was minimal with only a few pieces on the stage to suggest the elements of the setting. These
pieces were moveable in order to create and enhance the directorial concept and the changes in
settings. The lighting facilitated the action and mood of the scenes, by using a combination of
warm and cool lighting. The sound enhanced the action on stage, as well as assist in
communicating the setting of the scene. The technical elements exemplified both the directorial
concept and the playwright’s intent.
Directorial Play Description and Analysis
In the play, the three sisters meet in Reno after the sudden death of their wanderinggambler father, Albert. As they go through his belongings and make funeral arrangements, they
search for meaning in their own lives by examining and ultimately coming to terms with their
past, their perceptions, and the influence Albert has had on them. Each of the women holds a
different view of their father, creating an array of disagreements. As Albert’s spirit observes and
interacts with them, he must also come to terms with and accept the role he has played in their
lives. Ultimately, Albert is the dynamic that brings this family together. It is through his death
that they are rejoined.
The super objective or spine of the play is for the individual family members and the
family as a whole to come to a place of acceptance and reconciliation. I have come to this
conclusion as a combined result of the given circumstances in the play and my understanding of
the play as a whole. The given circumstances as director Constantin Stanislavski describes are
“the situation[s] in which a character exits” (as cited in Wilson, 1998, p. 112). Therefore, the
given circumstances consist of such situations as time, setting, mood, and action. In
acknowledging the given circumstances of the characters, I can establish the objectives of the
individual scenes. Furthermore, by determining the objectives, I can attempt to illustrate the
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progression toward the super objective of the play. The following is a description of the given
circumstances within each scene. The descriptions are enhanced with my analysis and thoughts
on the occurrences. However, this is not a complete depiction of the analysis process, as it is an
ongoing endeavor and will be revisited in later chapters.
Act I Scene 1. This scene takes place in a pool hall with only Albert and Kathleen present
in the scene. Kathleen has pulled off at a random pool hall on her way to meet up with her sisters
in Reno. While at the pool hall, she examines her relationship with her father.
The interesting challenge about this scene is that Kathleen is actually speaking through
Albert, considering he is deceased. However, the status of Albert’s physicality is not revealed to
the audience until the end of the scene. In reality, Kathleen is having this conversation with her
father in her head, which ultimately suggests that the interactions are developed entirely from
Kathleen’s perspective. Albert’s words are her perceptions and assumptions of what she believes
he would say or, more importantly, what she wanted him to say. Conversely, it may be that
Albert’s words are the thoughts and emotions Kathleen herself wishes to express but in reality
could never admit.
The construction of this scene allows me as the director to have insight into Kathleen’s
character motivations. This, in turn, allows for a deeper understanding of the character. In
acknowledging and understanding Kathleen’s perceptions I can implement character choices that
will allow for the development toward the super objective. Therefore, the objectives of this scene
are to reveal to the audience Kathleen’s perceptions and to reveal that Albert is in fact dead.
Act I Scene 2. This scene takes place in a motel room. All four characters appear in this
scene. This scene begins with Mary looking through a box of Albert’s belongings. Irene is
playing cards, and Albert is looking over her shoulder observing the game. When Kathleen
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enters, the dynamics of the family interactions shift. At the end of this scene, Mary has an
emotional breakdown.
The complexity of introducing new characters and establishing family relationships
makes this scene vital to the overall understanding of this family’s dynamics. At the beginning of
this scene, the interactions between Irene and Mary illustrate closeness in their relationship. As
the scene progresses, indicators of their relationship and their roles within the dyad are
established. I perceive Irene’s actions of teasing and later on defending Mary as significant to the
role of the older sister in this dyad. My perceptions of their interactions are determined by my
understanding of the script and my personal experience as an older sister.
Additionally, the relational shifts that occur when Kathleen arrives at the motel are
reminiscent of behavioral changes I have experienced within the subsystems of my own family.
The interactions in the script suggest a level of tension when Kathleen enters and realizes that
Irene is in the room. This tension additionally acts as an indicator of their relationship and
provides information that suggests they have resentments toward one another, as well as
differences in their individual perceptions.
Furthermore, the memory moment in this scene adds to the complexity of this family’s
relationships by exposing the women’s perceptions of Albert’s parental choices when they were
young. This moment also gives insight as to how Albert’s choices have influenced the
individuals and their relationships, both as children and now as adults. This peak into the past
allows for a deeper understanding of how each of the women has acquired her role in the family
and how the other family members have legitimized these roles.
Within this scene, I have mixed feelings as to the purpose of Albert’s physicality. Unlike
Scene 1, where he is grounded by Kathleen’s evoking, this scene fluctuates between the notion
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of Albert as a parental voice and Albert as a physical presence. During the memory moment
mentioned above, he is undeniably a physical presence. However, on other occasions within this
scene, he is simply responding to the other characters during their interactions with each other.
At times, it is not clear to me who is remembering him or evoking his advice, which, from my
perspective, gives him, his physicality in the scene. Distinguishing Albert’s physical presence
and determining his level of physical interaction will be a challenge in directing this scene.
The other challenges I face are in communicating the complex interactions that
distinguish the relational shifts within the subsystems of the family. In addition, I must establish
individual perceptions, as well as the dynamics of the family system in order to facilitate a
progression toward the super objective. Therefore, the objectives for this scene are to introduce
characters and to establish the dynamics of the family relationships along with individual
perceptions.
Act II Scene 1. This scene takes place in a funeral parlor. All four characters appear in
this scene. This scene opens with Irene and Kathleen waiting for someone to arrive at the funeral
service. The scene progresses and Mary enters with an armful of groceries. Irene exits this scene
after establishing she should go round up some of Albert’s friends. Albert is reintroduced in the
memory moments within this scene. Kathleen recalls her perception of her childhood and
releases some built-up anger. Mary’s emotional state divulges her perception of her role within
the family.
At the opening of this scene, the nature of Irene and Kathleen’s relationship is explored.
They share memories and discuss the highlights of urn shopping, along with tidbits of their lives.
For the moment, they are content with being in the same room. However, their conversations
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seem to be more out of necessity, simply making small talk to pass the time, rather than having a
meaningful conversation.
Consequently, this look into their dyadic relationship offers a connection to the memory
moment in Act I Scene 2 where it is suggested by Albert that Kathleen ignore her sister. In my
understanding of their relationship thus far, Albert’s suggestion has carried through to adulthood
and is currently affecting their relationship. Furthermore, the connection between Irene
antagonizing Kathleen in the memory moment in Act I Scene 2, and Irene again, antagonizing
Kathleen in this scene by yelling at the urn, illustrates Irene’s desire for Kathleen’s attention.
Additionally, the juxtaposition of perceptions during the simultaneous interactions of
Kathleen’s memory moment with Albert, and Mary’s own depiction of her role within the
family, enhance my understanding of these characters and their motivations. From Kathleen’s
point-of-view, as the oldest she has taken care of the family. On the other hand, from Mary’s
point-of-view, she is the one who has kept this family together. Kathleen’s perception of her role
in the family is revealed through both her memory moment and her breakdown moment in this
scene. Mary’s perception of her role in the family is revealed in this scene during her expressive
dialogue when she is making sandwiches. Furthermore, Mary’s perception of her role is
grounded in the memory moment in Act I Scene 2 when Albert claims that her sisters need
someone to take care of them, and he suggests that Mary should be that person.
The information that is revealed in Act I Scene 2 facilitates my understanding of these
characters in relation to the interactions in this scene. I have found that as the play progresses,
the revelations in individual perceptions encourage me to strive for a deeper level of
understanding in the individual characters and in the family system as a whole. As the director,
my challenge with this scene is to build upon the previous knowledge I have learned from the
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characters to enhance the dynamics of the family’s relationships. By doing so, I can attempt to
communicate the relational shifts within the family system. This will allow me to continue the
progression toward achieving the super objective. Thus, the objectives of this scene are to
enhance the understanding of the characters and the shifts in the dyads and triads of the family
system.
Act II Scene 2. This scene takes place in a casino lounge with only Albert and Irene
present in the scene. Irene has left the funeral parlor to attend the casino. Irene questions her
motives for gambling with Albert’s money, and Albert plays a game of craps.
In this scene, Irene’s perceptions of her father and his approach to gambling are
reiterated. Her perceptions are first revealed in Act I Scene 2 during the craps moment with
Albert. Even though this is a short scene, it is important to the overall action of the play in that it
suggests Irene’s deceptive and addictive behavior.
The key here, however, is at this point Irene’s true intentions are not known. Irene
questions whether she should play with Albert’s money, but in the end, one can only speculate as
to the real motivation behind her actions. Additionally, this scene sets up the motivation for the
interactions with Kathleen and Mary in the next scene. Consequently, the objective of this scene
is to reveal Irene’s final decision to gamble with Albert’s money.
Act II Scene 3. This scene takes place back in the motel room. All four characters appear
in this scene. This scene opens with Kathleen watching TV and Mary counting nickels. They are
waiting to hear from Irene who never came back to the funeral parlor. Tempers escalate when
Irene returns to the motel. Irene confesses to her casino escapade and for the first time they
grieve together as a family. Albert enters near the end of the scene and justifies his parental
decisions.
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The major conflict in the play occurs in this scene when Irene returns from the casino.
Mary and Kathleen have been waiting for her, which allows their emotions to build. Kathleen is
already furious and at this point her perceptions of Irene as a gambling addict and screw-up are
justified. Mary, on the other hand, wants to give Irene the benefit-of-the-doubt. However,
Kathleen’s outward aggression indicates to Mary that she should be angry too.
When Irene enters, Mary yells at her and questions where she has been. I perceive this
behavior as an indicator of Kathleen’s emotional influence, as well as Mary’s perception of her
role as mediator; Mary confronts Irene in an attempt to protect her from Kathleen. Moreover,
Mary’s action allows for Kathleen to take-in the information Irene is providing, in anticipation of
using it to confront her.
As the scene progresses, it is revealed that Kathleen knows of Irene’s casino escapade
and at the height of the moment confronts her. Both Mary and Irene are taken aback. Mary did
not want to believe that Irene simply chose to go gambling over remaining at her father’s funeral
service. Moreover, knowing Kathleen’s negative perception of casinos, Irene believed she was
safe while at the craps table.
When Kathleen confronts Irene with the knowledge of her casino escapade, the
information hits Irene hard. Irene is now faced with having to explain her actions; she decides to
come clean and tell the truth. Through Irene’s confession, it is revealed that she simply wanted to
leave something behind from Albert. From her perspective, she was trying to do something good
for her family.
I conceive of three important reasons behind Irene’s motivations. The first is to gain a
sense of acceptance and approval from Kathleen. The second stems form Mary’s comment
during her breakdown in Act I Scene 2 where she establishes that she just wanted something
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from Albert. Being her older sister, Irene thought perhaps she could give Mary what she was
looking for. The third is associated with Albert. Irene wanted to reassure herself and her sisters
that Albert was a good father, that he did care about them, and perhaps the idea of him leaving a
bit of money behind would do that. If so, that would be something she could do for them, and it
would be something that she could feel good about doing.
It is only after the escalation of emotions and Irene’s confession that the three come
together as a family for the first time during the play. Albert enters and joins his daughters as
they grieve. He acknowledges his mistakes and justifies his actions before offering a little
advice. The last part of this scene is when everything comes together.
As the director, it is important for me to communicate the evolution of these characters
and the shifts in their relationships, as suggested in my directorial concept. The characters’
perceptions have been revealed, which allows for a new understanding of themselves and of each
other. These new understandings move them forward to a place of acceptance where their
relationships can be mended. Everything has led to this moment, and for that reason the
objective of this scene is to achieve the super-objective of the play.
Directorial Character Description and Analysis
As with the play description and analysis above, the following is a description of the
given circumstances pertaining to the characters. This too is not a complete depiction of the
characters because the analysis process is ongoing as previously mentioned, and the characters’
motivations will be revisited in later chapters. However, I do offer a fundamental analysis of the
individual characters in the following considerations.
Albert. He is the father of Kathleen, Irene, and Mary. He is a widower. His wife and
mother of his children, died when the girls were young, leaving him to raise them as a single
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parent. He is a compulsive gambler and an excellent pool and craps player. He enjoys listening
to Buddhist chants and sax musicians. He has not accumulated many material items or friends in
his lifetime. He is a wanderer and lives out of motel rooms. He is 58-years-old, and he is dead.
His presence on stage is not that of a ghostly figure. In my interpretation, he exists on the
premise that his daughters evoke his physicality through their memories of him. At times, he is
simply the parental voice in their heads, giving advice and enhancing their memories. An
important quality Albert embodies is that of a “shape shifter” (L. Eisenstein, personal
communication, July 24, 2006). Because his presence on stage is derived from his daughters’
memories, he must embody the different perceptions his daughters have of him. In achieving this
embodiment the perceptions demonstrated will encourage distinctions in the relationships within
the family.
Based on the given circumstances and the perceptions of each of his children, revealed in
the script, I conceive of Albert as a father who, after the death of his wife, became lost in his
grief and self-pity. When he finally realized that he needed to start providing more adequately
for his children, he did so by gambling. Gambling was his job, a means of financial acquisition,
and in Albert’s world, a way to provide for his daughters. However, not all of his daughters saw
his gambling as adequately providing for them.
Kathleen’s perceptions illustrate a father who neglected his children as a result of his
depression and addiction. Irene, on the other hand, views Albert’s gambling as a sign of a risktaker, which she deems as a compelling quality. Furthermore, Mary, being the youngest and
perhaps not exposed to much of Albert’s short-comings, has accepted her father’s gambling as,
more or less, a career choice.
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The differences in Albert’s daughters’ perceptions of him are embedded in their
childhood experiences. His approach to parenting and his influence on his daughter’s perceptions
have had conflicting affects in defining the family’s relationships. The thing about Albert is that
he intended to bring his family closer together. Conversely, his choices had adverse effects.
Considering this, I conceive of his throughline as being to achieve in death what he did not
achieve in life, bringing his daughters closer together.
Kathleen. She is Albert’s oldest daughter. She has the responsibilities of being the oldest
and holds the most resentment. Like her father, she is a professional pool player. She works as a
trade-ad sales person, conducting sales over the phone. She is a tough negotiator and attempts to
keep things under control. She is in her mid-to-late-30s, and she is divorced.
Overall, she has a negative perception of her father. When her mother died, she had to
pick up the pieces and step into the role of mother and wife. Albert was in a state of depression
and she, being the oldest, had to take care of her sisters along with the household duties. She has
a negative outlook on casinos, which stems from her perception of her father and bailing Irene
out of debt. Her relationship with Irene is rocky to say the least. She sees the same negative
qualities in Irene as she does in Albert, which fuels her disapproval of her sister. She has been
hurt by the people she has loved in her life, and she has developed a hard exterior in response.
Kathleen has had the responsibility of taking care of the family since the passing of her
mother. Albert’s state of depression and his absent presence demanded that Kathleen pick up the
pieces and do what she could to provide for her younger siblings. She has associated this time in
her life with her role as the formal problem solver, or the cleaner in the family, which has carried
through into adulthood. Thus, her throughline is to clean up the mess Albert has made of the
family.
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Irene. She is Albert’s middle daughter. She is the most like her father. She is a
compulsive gambler and excellent craps player. She has a certain charm about her and it seems
she gets away with everything. She likes to joke around, and flirting comes naturally to her. She
would rather be at a casino than at her father’s funeral. She is in her early-to-mid-30s, and she is
single.
She is more laid-back then Kathleen or Mary. She enjoys picking on her younger sister
and antagonizing her older one. She perceives her father to be more of a risk-taker than he
actually was. This perception influences her decision-making while at the craps table, and it
often leaves her empty handed. In reality, Albert walks away more often than Irene perceives.
In the case of Kathleen, I perceive Irene’s antagonistic behavior as a response to
Kathleen’s behavior of ignoring her as discussed previously. It has been my experience with my
younger sisters that if one of them wanted my attention, she would do something to annoy me.
Irene’s behavior, on the other hand, goes beyond simply wanting Kathleen’s attention. Given the
circumstances, I interpret Irene as desiring Kathleen’s love and acceptance. Therefore, her
throughline is to seek acceptance from Kathleen.
Mary. She is Albert’s youngest daughter. Albert called her Mary Sunshine. Her
personality reflects her nickname. She has the brightest memories of her father and of her
childhood. She is the fixer in the family and tries to keep the family together. She is emotional
and shows the most open grief. She enjoys bowling, and she lives with her friend Patty. She is in
her late-20s-to-early-30s, and she is single.
I conceive of Mary as the glue that holds this family together. She is the only one who
has a stable relationship with both sisters and her father. She does not understand why Irene and
Kathleen cannot get along or why Kathleen is angry most of the time. Ever since she was young,
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she has attempted to keep the peace between Kathleen and Irene, and, thus, she often takes on
the role of mediator. Her father has influenced this role by dictating to her when she was young
that she needed to take care of her older sisters.
Mary’s perceptions, as revealed in Act II Scene1, lead me to conclude that she also
perceives herself as a fixer. She fixes family conflicts and disagreements, especially between her
sisters, by acting as a mediator. However, unlike Kathleen who cleans up the mess out of
obligation or necessity, Mary’s approach is emotional. She simply wants everyone to get along.
Considering this, I have determined that her throughline is to mend Kathleen and Irene’s
relationship.
Directorial Approach
Subtext and Analogic Communication. A key element in directing is not only having a
thorough knowledge and understanding of the play but also assisting the actors in their
understanding of the work. Baraka discusses in an interview that when an actor knows and
understands the play as a whole, “their motivations ring true. What they do seems real or
justifiable or legitimized in some kind of way” (Shannon, 1987, p. 426).
As director, one of the ways I assisted the actors in achieving justifiable character
motivations was to explore and communicate the subtext of the play. Wilson (1998) claims that
Stanislavski describes subtext as the “emotions, tensions, and thoughts not expressed directly in
the text” (p.186). In addition, subtext is grounded in character motivations and is conveyed
through non-verbal communication.
Human communication consists of both verbal and non-verbal elements. The direct mode
of communication consists of the verbal message, or the text of the play. In their work,
Pragmatics of Human Communication, Watzlawick, Bavelas, and Jackson (1967), refer to this
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mode as digital communication (pp. 60-67). Thus, Watzlawick et al., refer to the non-verbal
message as analogic communication, which is the indirect mode of relaying a message, or the
subtext of the play (pp. 60-67). Characteristics of non-verbal communication consist of
paralanguage, kinesics or body movement, proxemics or distance, haptics or touch, and
appearance (Andersen & Andersen, 2005; Harper, Wiens, & Matarazzo, 1978; Hybels &
Weaver, 1992). Therefore, by definition, analogic communication embodies these same
characteristics.
In directing this play, I facilitated the desired analogic message and legitimized the
character’s motivation by applying verbs or actions to the character’s text throughout the script.
In an effort to examine this application, consider the text on page 4 of the script. Albert’s digital
message is “Nice shot.” However, applying the verbiage to encourage to the text stimulated the
actor’s understanding of that action, which in turn, stimulated a response. This response then
demonstrated the character’s motivations through the actor’s use of analogic messaging by way
of paralanguage and body movement.
Therefore, the actors can communicate the characters’ subtextual meaning or
implications associated with the text by way of analogic messaging. Furthermore, I justified my
understanding of the play and of the characters to the actors through the application of verbiage.
I applied verbiage to my working script in an effort to communicate the character’s motivations
in relation to the text, the given circumstances, and the objectives of the scenes.
Proximity, Picturization, and Metacommunications. Another analogic messaging device I
facilitated was the use of proxemics. There are four distance zones associated with proximity:
intimate distance (people are in direct contact with each other), personal distance (people stay
anywhere from 18 inches to 4 feet from each other), social distance (people are likely to maintain
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a distance of 4 to 12 feet from each other), and public distance (people are likely to maintain a
distance of more than 12 feet from each other) (Harper et al., 1978; Hybels & Weaver, 1992). I
used my knowledge of proxemics in creating stage compositions and communicating the desired
picturizations within the scenes.
“Picturization is the visual interpretation of each moment in the play...that suggests their
[the character’s] emotional attitudes toward one another” (Dean & Carra, 1989, p.127).
Furthermore, the concept of picturization consists of the artist’s own expression in the
composition or formal arrangement of the stage (Dean & Carra, p.127-128). In arranging the
composition, the director must determine the emotion attitude of the characters and of the scene
in order to convey the proper picturization.
In expressing picturizations, the use of levels and planes, in relation to the stage, are
considered. Planes, as defined by Dean and Carra (1989), are the “indefinite series of imaginary
lines parallel to the apron;” while levels are considered as, “the height of an actor above the
stage floor” (pp. 63-64). In addition, Dean and Carra argue, that planes and levels express mood
values, which are associated with picturization (pp. 136-137). For instance, the stronger the
emotion in a scene, the more it should be played on the downstage plane; and the weaker a
character’s emotional tone, the lower the level it should be played (Dean & Carra, pp.63-64 &
pp. 136-137).
It is important for me as the director, to understand that the use of proximities in creating
stage compositions and expressing picturizations will communicate a message. Consider the
interactions on page 21 of the text; Kathleen arrives at the motel, Irene hides in the bathroom and
Mary greets Kathleen with a hug. Kathleen accepts the hug briefly and then pulls away from her.
By mode of proximity and picturization, this sequence of interactions can communicate a
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number of messages not found directly in the text. The following is simply an explanation of the
previous statement, as my blocking choices regarding proximity and picturization are further
discussed in my journal, with illustrative information located in my directorial promptbook.
First, Irene’s departure from the personal zone to the social zone can communicate: I
don’t want to be in the same room as you, or I am not ready to see you, or I really want to hug
you but we don’t have that kind of relationship, so I will hide until I can greet you the way you
would expect me too. Secondly, Mary’s action of hugging Kathleen demonstrates interaction
within the intimate zone. Mary’s action of the hug will also determine the subtext of the digital
communication. A strong, tight hug, for example, can communicate: I am happy to see you, or I
am glad you are safe, or I love you and I am glad you are here. Thirdly, Kathleen’s reaction of
accepting the hug but pulling away and removing herself from the intimate zone can
communicate: I am happy to see you too but I am uncomfortable in this zone, or it is nice to see
you but I dread having to be here, or I love you too but I’m expecting to see Irene and I cannot
greet her the same way.
The analogic communications suggested above are referred to as metamessages or
metacommunications. Hybels and Weaver II (1992) define a metamessage as, “a meaning apart
from what actual words express” (p. 92). In theatrical terms, this again is considered the subtext
of the play. Furthermore, Watzlawick et al. (1967) discuss that “every communication has a
content [conveys information] and a relationship [imposes behavior] aspect such that the latter
classifies the former and is therefore a metacommunication” (p. 54). The classification of the
content level of a metacommunication offers information pertaining to the relationship of the
communicants, and are about one or several of the following assertions: This is how I see
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me...This is how I see you...This is how I see us...This is how I see the situation...and so forth
(Watzlawick et al., pp. 51-52).
To explain this further, let us look again at Mary’s line on page 21 of the text when she
greets Kathleen. The text or content aspect of the interaction is the digital message, “Oh, Kath.”
The subtext or relationship aspect of the interaction is the analogic message associated with the
act of hugging and entering into the intimate zone. In addition, Mary’s analogic message may
assert the following: I see myself as your younger sister greeting you with love...I see you as my
older sister who does not express physical signs of affection easily...I see us as family...I see the
situation as an opportunity to express my sincerity in seeing you. Consequently, it is the
relationship level of an interaction that determines the receiver’s interpretation of the content. As
suggested previously, the type of hug Mary conveys will communicate a subtextual message that
Kathleen will draw on to interpret Mary’s digital message.
Furthermore, by applying the proxemics criteria in observation, “...we can tell which
people have close relationships and which people have more formal relationships” (Hybels &
Weaver II, 1992, p. 121). In the above examples, the metacommunications expressed indicate
that Mary has a closer relationship with Kathleen than Kathleen does with Irene. Indicators of
the characters’ relationships such as this allowed me to explore the nature of the relational shifts
associated with the family system. Therefore, by using the space and distance provided by the
stage, in direct correlation with the concept of picturization, I have demonstrated analogic
messaging through metacommunications and provided insight into the characters’ relational
dynamics.
Punctuation and Causality. When evaluating the communication styles of the family
system, it must be understood that each member’s perception of the other in a communicative
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relationship is based on the individual’s own point-of-view. In exploring metacommunications, it
is important to consider the punctuation and causality of the communicative interactions. As
Watzlawick et al. (1967) claim, “punctuation organizes behavioral events and is therefore vital
to ongoing interactions” (p. 56). Punctuation occurs when an individual assigns causality to the
interaction sequence. This transpires through one’s own perception, though flawed, that one’s
communication is merely responding to the other person’s behavior, rather than, also influencing
the other person’s behavior (Watzlawick et al., pp. 48-71).
Such interactions can be described as reflexive and evolving communications that
emphasize causality in communication situations (Yerby, Buerkel-Rothfuss, & Bochner, 1998,
pp. 38-42). This is to say that communicative interactions are not linear in nature. A does not
cause B, but rather there exists a shared or mutual influence. Yerby et al. explain this mutual
influence as, “each person in an interactional situation simultaneously influences the behavior of
the other” (p. 38).
With this understanding of how communication negotiates issues of interactional
punctuation and causality, we gain insight into the interactions beginning on page 68 of the
plays’ text when Irene returns to the motel. In this scene, Mary is upset and confronts Irene;
Irene dismisses Mary’s confrontation; Mary backs down; Kathleen is waiting to confront Irene;
Irene attempts to explain where she has been; Kathleen confronts Irene; Irene retaliates; and so
forth. This sequence of interactions illustrates the reflexive and evolving nature of the
communication process as the three simultaneously influence the behavior of the others.
Consequently, the emphasis on punctuation during the interaction sequence reinforces the
escalation of the interactions. This is signified by each individual’s assumptions about causality.
Each member of the triadic subsystem perceives herself as responding to the other, rather than,
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influencing the other. From the characters’ perspective, Mary is upset with Irene as a response to
Irene’s behavior; Irene dismisses Mary as a response to Mary’s behavior; Mary backs down as a
response to Irene’s behavior; Kathleen confronts Irene as a response to Irene’s behavior; Irene
retaliates as a response to Kathleen’s behavior; and so forth. Punctuation, therefore, assists in the
reflexive and evolving communicative process and demonstrates individual perceptions within
the family system.
Having an understanding of punctuation and causality allowed me to explore the nature
of the characters’ relationships and assisted me in exploring the relational shifts of the
subsystems. In so doing, I was able to effectively apply verbiage to the text in order to
communicate the characters’ motivations. Furthermore, my understanding of this communication
process influenced my blocking choices concerning the metacommunications being established.
The Social Construction of Family Roles. The application of meaning is another
important aspect of a metacommunication that one should consider when analyzing
communicative relationships. Meanings, as Yerby et al. (1998) describe them, “are the values,
interpretations, and construction of reality which individuals attach to people, events, and
behaviors” (p. 42). The concept of applying meaning in metacommunications is socially
constructed through our experiences and interactions with others. Berger and Luckmann (1966)
suggest that social construction of reality is embedded in the historical ideologies of various
institutions and it is through these that human behaviors are legitimized.
In viewing the family as an institution, the role of an individual member is determined by
how meaning is constructed in the family. Such constructions can derive from patterns of
behavior within the family system. Yerby et al. (1998) claim that “roles grow out of the
organized patterns of interactions in the family and larger social system” (p. 255). For instance,
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Irene’s behavior of going to the casino and not going back to the funeral parlor supports the
organized pattern of behavior through which she embodies the role of screw-up within the family
system.
In the case of Kathleen, when her mother died, she inherited, or perhaps assumed the
family role of mother and wife. This inheritance is embedded in historical social constructions.
Kathleen is the oldest, and through the social construction of meaning emerging from her family
dynamics, she has learned, as the oldest she is expected to take care of the family. Furthermore,
her acceptance of the family roles is legitimized by the behaviors of the family members within
the family institution.
It is within these roles that patterns of constructed meaning have influenced
metacommunication styles of the family members. Let us review again the sequential interaction
on page 68 of the text in an effort to explore indications of metacommunication styles. Mary’s
submissive response to Irene’s dismissal behavior is an indication of both Mary’s socially
constructed role as the younger sister and Irene’s socially constructed role as the older sister
within the dyadic subsystem. Kathleen’s response to Irene’s behavior is derived from Kathleen’s
resentment toward acquiring the motherly role within the family system. Irene’s behavioral
pattern that influences Kathleen’s authoritative response is an indicator of their
metacommunicative behavior within their dyadic subsystem.
Moreover, the characters’ perceptions, expressed in the Directorial Character
Description and Analysis section, emerge from the social construction of meaning within the
family system. With this understanding of how the application of meaning constructs behavior,
we gain insight into the differences in Albert’s daughters’ perceptions of him. As suggested
previously, Kathleen has a negative perception of her father. She perceives Albert’s behavior of
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going to the casinos as priority over staying at home and caring for his girls, which indicates to
Kathleen that she, herself, is less important and may explain her distant relationship with him.
This assumption of being less important derives from Kathleen’s applied meaning of Albert’s
behavior and acts as an indicator of their metacommunication styles within their dyadic
relationship.
Irene, on the other hand, perceives Albert as a risk-taker, and as a young girl, she was
intrigued by his gambling efforts. Her application of meaning to Albert’s gambling behavior as
risk-taking and intriguing has constructed her behavioral patterns as an adult in which she
followed in his career footsteps. As a result, Irene is most like her father and views Kathleen’s
assumptions about Albert as an indicator of Kathleen’s behavioral attitude toward her. Again, the
construction of meaning through individual perceptions about behavioral patterns and indicators
reflects the family’s relational attitudes toward one another.
As with the case of Mary, she perceives Albert as a good father. From her perspective,
his behavioral pattern of gambling and her observation of his poolsharp skills indicate to her that
he worked hard for his family. Mary’s application of meaning to Albert’s behavioral indicators
has constructed him, from her perspective, as a good and caring father. My understanding of the
differences in the perceptions that have emerged from the application of meaning to the
behavioral patterns and indicators of others, constructed in the dynamics of the family, have
aided in my continuing efforts to explore the relational shifts within the family system.
As the director, it is crucial for me to understand each character’s role in the family
system if I am to communicate the dynamics of the system on stage. With the knowledge of
socially constructed meaning, I adequately justified character motivations and portrayed the
family’s relational dynamics. Furthermore, I assisted the actors in reaching a thorough
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understanding of their characters and of the play, which facilitated in legitimizing motivations
and determining relational shifts.
Directorial Intent
In my attempt to implement my directorial concept and understanding of the play, I have
applied my knowledge of the communicative and theatrical processes that I have discussed. I
have demonstrated the metacommunication styles of the family system in relation to individual
perceptions and applied meaning. I have explored the nature of the family system as the system
shifts to become a dyadic or triadic subsystem.
Moreover, I have drawn on my own experiences as a parent, as a daughter, and as an
older and younger sibling to assist me in reaching my understanding of the play. We all have
something different to bring to the table. I brought my perceptions of my experiences within my
own family system. I have explored my family’s social constructions in an effort to understand
our communicative behaviors, which allowed me to relate and understand the relationships of the
characters in the play more effectively.
Furthermore, I have employed my communicative and theatrical practices to assist me in
communicating the playwright’s intent and reaching my goals with this production. In an
interview, the French director Georges Wilson claims, “the goal of the director is to express the
maximum, that is, the core or contents of the work” (Knapp, 1964, p.105). In my directing
endeavor, my intent was to achieve the heart of the play by expressing the struggles and
perceptions associated with this family and their relationships. In addition, I have implemented a
director’s promptbook, and explored the directing process and progression of the production
through journal entries.
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CHAPTER 2
PAMELA ON DIRECTING: A JOURNAL OF PROCESS
Tunica, Mississippi
Prior to actually planning a research trip, I had conversations with various casino
experienced individuals regarding the atmosphere of the casino environment. It was an
environment that I was unfamiliar with, never experiencing it for myself. I had been doing
research on casinos, such as viewing films and television shows that either had a casino scene in
it or focused around gambling and the casino life in general. And, of course, I did online
research, viewing a number of casino web sites and researching how the games were played.
However, I did not feel I understood how it felt to walk into a casino and throw some
money down on the table. What is more important, I did not know how it felt to win, I did not
know how it felt to lose, and I did not know how it felt to contemplate the decision of when to
walk away. In an effort to understand and relate to my characters more thoroughly, it was
important to me to understand how those moments felt. After a number of conversations with
various individuals, it was suggested that perhaps I take a trip to a casino to observe first-hand
the atmosphere. I agreed with this suggestion and the plans for a trip to Tunica, Mississippi were
set into motion.
Upon my entrance into the casino, my senses were overwhelmed. It was a spectacle of
lights and sounds, overlapping and invading another. My party and I, who included Monet, our
graduate costume designer for the production, made our way to the craps table. Considering the
importance of the game in context to the characters of the play, this was the best place to start my
research.
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I watched for a little while before trying my own hand at it. It was exhilarating! I had a
short winning streak (beginners luck) before I decided to walk away. At that time, it was not
difficult for me to walk away from the table, considering that I was not a gambler. However,
after observing the game over the next couple of days, I could see how I could be drawn to the
game. It was exciting. I gained a new level of understanding with my characters, Albert and
Irene in particular. At times it was extremely difficult for them to walk away, even when they
knew they should. I spent most of my time observing the people, how they looked, how they
walked, how they dressed, and what games they were playing, looking for my characters, Albert
specifically.
I was sitting at a crap table paying special attention to how the game was played and the
bets the individuals at the table were placing, when a man wearing khaki shorts and a T-shirt
approached the table. He threw 10 one-hundred dollar bills down on the table in exchange for
chips and then he placed a one hundred-dollar bet on the come-out roll. This man was only at the
table for a short time, winning a couple of hands and losing a couple too.
What I observed about this man was that he looked like a typical man who might have
been on his way to a leisurely ball game or something. It appeared to me that he did not
particularly care to pay any special attention to how he dressed to come to the casino. Perhaps it
did not matter what he was dressed in once he pulled out the enormous wad of cash from his
pocket. That in itself communicated I have money. Additionally, the bets he was placing,
hundreds of dollars, communicated, I have it to lose. This was not the type of character I was
looking for to associate with Albert, so I continued my search.
I was at the craps table of another casino and I was sitting next to an older man who was
kindly willing to answer my questions regarding the game. He had short salt and pepper hair and
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wore glasses. He was dressed in slacks, with a brown belt, brown shoes, and a button-up longsleeved shirt, which was tucked in. He did not look like a high roller. Nevertheless, he appeared
to have paid special attention to how he looked. At a glance, he appeared to be of the middle to
upper-middle class status. I made this assumption simply by the way he presented himself with
his clothing and he appeared to be well groomed. However, at a closer observation I could see
that his belt, along with his shoes were rough and worn. Additionally, his hair and nails were not
as groomed and trimmed as I first assumed they would be. These observations led me to believe
that he was of a lower class status than he first appeared. I concluded that he was trying to appear
to be more than what he was.
The man had a small stock pile of chips, a few hundred dollars maybe and he had bets all
over the table. His bets nonetheless, were cautious, placing 5 dollar bets here and 20 dollar bets
there, playing the table for an extended amount of time. What I determined from observing this
man was that he was the type of person who wanted to look the part, as if he had money but in
all actuality, he did not have it to lose. This was my Albert type character and I continued to
quietly observe him for a while longer.
I gained a completely new level of understanding with the characters and their
motivations from this trip. In my opinion, it is an understanding that could have never been
achieved without this experience. In addition, I believe the trip helped Monet and I reach an
understanding regarding my vision for individual costume choices. We observed and discussed
the fashions of the casino patrons from time-to-time. Although I did not see any of the sisters in
one particular person, I did see suggestions of them every now and again.
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Conversations with the Playwright
I contacted Linda Eisenstein via email to set up a telephone meeting. I did not know what
to expect. It is a rare opportunity to work with a living playwright and I wanted to take advantage
of it. I wanted to pick her brain. I wanted to see if I was on the right track and if, in fact, I
understood the characters and her intent for the play. It pleased me to know that she was more
than willing to discuss her work with me.
Our first telephone conversation was on Monday, July 24, 2006. I spoke with Linda about
my own perceptions of the play and my relative experiences with my own family, having five
sisters of my own. It was a good conversation. We then shifted the focus back to the play itself. I
asked her for her thoughts on using a literal pool table because it was brought up at one of the
preliminary production meetings. She reiterated my initial instinct, claiming that using a literal
pool table would be a “big mistake” (L. Eisenstein, personal communication, July 24, 2006). We
continued discussing the set. I expressed my ideas and referred to her author’s notes included in
the plays’ manuscript. She reassured me that I was on the right track, as far as, not choosing to
have a literal set design. “Less is more,” she reminded me (L. Eisenstein, personal
communication, July 24, 2006).
Our focus of conversation then turned from the set to the characters themselves. We
discussed their choices and their motivations. The significance of these characters is that they are
all making “symbolic choices” (L. Eisenstein, personal communication, July 24, 2006). Their
choices all mean something greater than the action the choice embodies. Linda said that it was
important for me to remember that everyone was trying to do the right thing by his or her choices
(L. Eisenstein, personal communication, July 24, 2006). The right thing for whom I wondered?
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The right thing for themselves or the right thing for each other? This gave me something else to
think about, another level of understanding for me to reach.
We continued our discussion on individual characters, specifically Albert. This
discussion led to another telephone meeting on Friday, August 18, 2006. We exchanged thoughts
on Albert being a “shape-shifter” as Linda referred to him (L. Eisenstein, personal
communication, August 18, 2006). After a long session of dialogue, I concluded that Albert is
there because of his daughters. Their memories of him give him life and a presence on stage.
Each child holds a different perspective of him. This holds true in real life situations, as I
expressed to Linda that I hold a much different perspective of my father than do my older and
younger sisters. These perceptions derive from our social construction and applied meaning
within our family system. On stage, this aspect of perception should be communicated through
Albert’s actions, shifting from one daughter’s memory to another.
It has been a relief discussing the various aspects of this play with the playwright herself.
I feel confident in my intentions with this production. I feel I have a strong grasp on the
characters, their choices, and their motivations. Nonetheless, I still have much to learn and I must
be willing to allow my actors to hold their own perspectives about their characters. I am still
nervous about this whole thing. I do not want to get over confident to the point that I am not
open to other interpretations. I hope I can and that I am communicating my ideas effectively to
others.
Preliminary Meetings
We had a few preliminary production meetings where we discussed the production
budget, production designs, the production crew, dates, times, etc. We were just getting the ball
rolling, finalizing things and getting things in order. The most important of these preliminary
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meetings were with the graduate scenic designer, Chad. This will be his first realized scenic
design and he was anxious to get started. We had a few conversations where I communicated my
thoughts on how the set should look, always referring back to the author’s notes and the stage
directions within the script. During the first meeting with Chad, he showed me sketches of a
complex and literal set design, equipped with a rotating stage.
Though the design itself was well constructed, it was not what I had envisioned for this
production; it was in fact, too literal. We conversed, me reiterating what I discussed with him
previously. I used terms and phrases such as; less is more, dreamlike, suggestive, ambiguous, and
vague memory. I explained that I needed something that could be easily morphed and the shapes
shifted to form one set piece to another. For example, the pool table in Act I Scene 1 needs to
morph into a bed or a table for Act I Scene 2 and so on. In addition, all the pieces on the stage
should be moveable and interchangeable in order to create a suggestion of place. When a scene
calls for a bed, I do not need a literal bed on stage. The action on the stage will communicate to
the audience, She’s sitting on a bed, and that is what I am looking for.
In addition, the question of whether or not to use a literal pool table was brought to my
attention. It was suggested that if we did decide to use a literal pool table, it could also be use for
all of the other major set requirements. In actuality, it would almost have to be. A pool table is
just too cumbersome and heavy to try to move for a scene change. My first instinct was to say,
No Way. There will not be a literal pool table on stage. However, as an aspiring director, I did
want to brainstorm this idea. I wanted to be sure of my choices and the direction of the set that I
was intending.
We discussed the pros and cons of having a pool table on stage. It was concluded that the
traps with having an actual pool table on stage were: a.) it is so large that it may have the
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tendency to pull the focus away from the action on stage; b.) it limits the director’s blocking
capabilities, as well as, the set designer’s creativity; c.) it is virtually unmovable once in place;
d.) Act I Scene 1 is the only scene where it is vital to have a pool table and the existence of one
can be communicated through other facilities, and finally, e.) the play is simply not about a pool
table. The production team did come to an understanding and I made the final decision of not
having a literal pool table on stage.
As the director, I believe one should go with her or his initial instincts and informative
research. Additionally, expressing literalness in the set design would go against the playwright’s
intent. Clurman (1972) discusses that, “a learned man of the theatre once asserted that Lillian
Hellman’s The Autumn Garden was not as successful as its writing warranted because its setting
was too literal” (p. 47). All I need is a suggestion of place.
Chad continued to develop the set and reached a point where the set consisted of a
combination of square and rectangular forms. The forms were interchangeable and could be
manipulated to shift into the desired setting for each scene. I was pleased with this development.
However, there existed a rigid formality with the straight angular lines of the forms themselves. I
asked him if there was a way we could soften the rigidness without necessarily doing away with
it all together, perhaps softening the line itself or by the color choices for the set or the
application of texture to the forms. I was happy to hear his thoughts on this. He decided to try
beveling the edges but discarded the idea when he realized that the pieces were starting to look
like furniture from a Flintstone’s movie.
Another element we had to consider was the color of the set. I suggested a neutral color,
something that would reflect the different colors of the lighting. I wanted the lighting designer to
have the freedom of painting the stage with light in order to help create the mood of the scene
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and the setting itself. My original thought on this was to use a combination of creams or tans in a
variety of values. It was brought up by another member of the design team that those colors may
be too close to skin tones and the actors may look washed out. We considered this and discussed
the color choices further.
Chad and I met at our local Lowe’s store to look at and discuss color palettes. On the
contrary, we had some difficulty reaching an agreement. If I recall correctly, it was suggested
that I simply tell him what colors to use and that would be the color of the set. I explained that as
the director it was not my job to dictate the exact color scheme. I could suggest and discuss my
thoughts on color. However, he needed to refer to the script and to my directorial concept in his
own analysis and design of the set. I was opened to color suggestions as long as the set had a
neutral and uniformed look to it.
Furthermore, Clurman (1972) claims, “the director does not dictate to the designer...he
communicates his vision of the play...[and] describes the role the set should play in the
production’s desired effect” (p. 54). I thought I had done this; I thought I had communicated my
concept and the needs of the set. Perhaps, I was not clear in my communications with him. And
perhaps he was not asking me to dictate the color of the set. He may have only been inquiring on
my thoughts of color.
Two weeks prior to the beginning of the fall semester, we had a production meeting to
finalize items in preparation for building the show. At this time Chad presented his set revisions
and color palette, which was a combination of a grey-blue, blue-green, tan, and cream. I
approved the colors and determined we will need stagehands to move the set for scene changes. I
would prefer not to use stagehands for the scene changes, but with the development of the set I
feel it is necessary.
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Monet presented her preliminary costume designs and color palette, with Mary in a skirt
and sweater, Irene in jeans and a T-shirt, Kathleen in casual pants and a button-up shirt, and
Albert in slacks and dress shirt. I agreed with her choices and we discussed pushing the color to
increase contrast between the female character’s clothing (earth tones and dark-tones) and the
set. Albert’s costume, on the other hand, was in the same color palette as the set, which was not
directly intentional due to receiving the final color palette for the set that same day. Nevertheless,
we agreed that this choice would work within the context of the play. I believe this initial
agreement on the costumes derived from previous conversations with Monet and our experience
in Tunica.
Auditions
August 31, 2006
Audition night! I was so nervous. I have never held auditions solely on my own, for my
own show. Everyone was looking to me for instruction and direction. I was running the
show…wow, the pressure. I am really doing this. I have just held my first auditions for a mainstage production that I am directing. I am so thankful for this opportunity.
We started the night by filling out audition forms. I took a moment to look the forms
over, and then I called the women one at a time to present their audition pieces. When I
advertised for the auditions, I asked those interested to have a comedy or drama piece prepared.
In addition, I let them know that they would be reading from the script, and that the script was on
reserve in the campus library. Once everyone auditioned, we began reading scenes from the
script.
I needed to find three women for the roles of Kathleen, Irene, and Mary. I already had my
Albert, their father, who is being played by Patrick Cronin. Pat attended the auditions and read
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with the others. Approximately 10 people came to audition. I had them read different roles of the
three characters, interchanging them and grouping them with Pat. I was looking for chemistry
and believability in the roles, as well as their motivations and stage presence. Most of the women
who auditioned could play more than one role. For instance, either some could play the older
sister Kathleen or the middle sister Irene and some could play either Irene or the youngest sister
Mary. This made it more difficult than I had imagined, because the casting choices had to be
dead on.
Halfway through the auditions I set aside three forms. On these forms, I wrote a different
character name on each. These three women in particular could only play that role for which I
wrote, unlike many of the others. My gut instinct told me I had my sisters but I had to be sure, so
I continued. After reading a few more scenes, I conversed with my stage manager-assistant
director (SM-AD) and Pat. Something I had to consider with these individuals was their
conflicting schedules. A couple of them have weekly availability issues due to class or work.
Was I ready to change my availability and rehearsal schedule to accommodate for this? At that
point, I was not sure.
I made the decision to read these three individuals with Pat. It was clear to me that these
four were my cast. However, when I first saw the three women together, I almost panicked. They
all had similar hairstyles and hair colors. They actually looked too much alike. This would be
something that I will need to discuss with the costume designer, if in fact I went with my gut
instincts.
I dismissed everyone after thanking them for coming and all the work they put into
tonight. Once everyone was gone, I again discussed some issues with my SM-AD and Pat. Being
an experienced actor, director and the Head of the Division of Theater, Pat was willing to share
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his knowledge, and I appreciate it greatly. Some of the issues we discussed were, the actors’
experiences, scheduling conflicts, and availabilities. We left the Bud Frank Theater for the night.
I have made my final decisions. I will put up the cast list tomorrow, which means there will not
be a callback tomorrow night and rehearsals will begin on Tuesday. And yes, I am willing to
accommodate for scheduling conflicts, experience, hairstyles, and anything else that may at first
glance appear to be an obstacle, more than willing. I feel good about tonight and my decisions.
Cast list: Pat Cronin: Albert, Cara Harker: Kathleen, Erin Scowden: Irene, Melissa Tate: Mary
The Rehearsal Process
September 5, 2006
Tonight was the first night of rehearsals. We had a get to know you night. I wanted to see
what everyone had to bring to the table. We talked a bit about siblings and family dynamics. We
discovered that we shared similar experiences within very different circumstances and
environments. It was an interesting conversation and some were more open to share than others
were.
After sharing personal stories, we got down to business. Allyson (SM-AD) and David
(Assistant Stage Manager-ASM) collected contact information and distributed tentative rehearsal
schedules. David scheduled costume fittings with Monet, our graduate costume designer. We
then discussed scheduling conflicts. The main concerns are on Mondays and Fridays. Every
Monday and Friday, I will be missing an actor. There will be days when actors will be late due to
their class schedule or will not be here at all because they will be out of town. My first thought
when I saw all the conflicts grouped together was, when are we going to rehearse? I will find a
way to work around these conflicts and still hold rehearsals Monday through Friday.
After the get to know you and the business was taken care of, we had our first full
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read-thru. It was great. I have been reading this play to myself repeatedly for months now, so
when I heard the different voices and the individual’s choices in punctuation and emphasis, well
it was as if the play came to life suddenly. Tomorrow we will have another read-thru and do
some table-work.
September 6, 2006
We began the rehearsal by reading through Act I Scene 2 and Act II Scene 3, the motel
scenes. I chose to start with these scenes because everyone was in them for an extended period
and I had everyone there tonight. I had them sitting up on stage, just simply reading, getting use
to the script and to each other. I observed that while they were reading they had inclinations to
move.
My stage management team and I set up chairs and rehearsal cubes to indicate placement
of the set pieces. Once they were in place, we started again. This time however, I gave them the
freedom to move. Chinoy (1976) claims that, director Jonathan Miller “does not work out the
production before rehearsals. He gets the actors to read the play and to start moving around” (p.
9). Even though I have the preliminary blocking established, like Miller, I was interested in
observing the actor’s instinctual motivations in movement. I was impressed with some of their
choices, most of them were clear, and I understood why they were making them. I feel this cast
will be receptive to my direction and I to their character choices.
We will begin blocking tomorrow. Tomorrow’s rehearsal may run late due to a company
decision to cancel Friday’s rehearsal because of scheduling conflicts.
September 7, 2006
Tonight was a little rough around the edges. I started the night by walking them through
their blocking in Act I Scene2. This is the longest scene in the play and I think the most difficult
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because of its length. I started by going from movement-to-movement. Soon, I found that my
actors had congregated around me and we were just going through the script, me telling them
where their blocking was and them writing it in their scripts. I found this to be very ineffective.
The rehearsal was almost halfway over and we had not done any real movement on stage. I had
to have this scene blocked tonight in order to move forward. I was frustrated with myself, which
did not help the situation. I would not suggest this type of application to blocking; it is tedious
and frustrating.
When I realized what I was doing, I called a break. When we returned, I had the actors on
stage, running the scene with their blocking. We repeatedly had to stop to discuss their
movement. Questions like Am I supposed to cross upstage of the cube or downstage? Am I
supposed to go upstage of the bed or downstage of it? When she counters, where do I go? Do I
come in before or after her line? These are common, legitimate questions; however, I believe
many of them could have been avoided if I had walked them through their blocking moment-bymoment, beat-by-beat. I feel like I wasted the first half of the rehearsal because it did not appear
that we accomplished anything.
I will approach blocking in a different manner at the next rehearsal. The next rehearsal
will be on September 12. I had to cancel both Friday and Monday’s rehearsals due to scheduling
conflicts. In addition, I need to set up a time for Cara to meet up with Jan Newman at the pool
hall for some professional instruction.
September 12, 2006
For this rehearsal, I approached blocking a bit differently. I placed them where they
needed to be according to where we were in the scene. I allowed them to read until I needed to
move them. At that point, I stopped them and simply told them where they needed to cross, and
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whether they needed to cross before, during, or after the line. While they were reading, I also
observed their body language. There were times when I could tell somebody wanted to move, so
I would stop the rehearsal and we would discuss it, however, not making any major changes to
the blocking just yet.
We finished blocking Act I Scene 2. At this point, I do not have Albert moving much on
stage, especially in the beginning of this Act. I am not sure if I like that choice. He seems to be
lurking in the background. I have given my actors some freedom as far as organic blocking is
concerned, so I will wait to see what my actor does with the character before I make any changes
to his blocking.
We worked on blocking this scene for the whole period of tonight’s rehearsal. It is the
longest scene in the script and perhaps the most difficult. I say that because there is so much
going on in this scene, the introduction of new characters, establishing relationships, examining
the past, preparing for the future, and so on. When I look at the scene as a whole, it is a bit
overwhelming. I have to remember to break it down. Just break it down beat-by-beat.
I feel like I am behind. I wanted to start blocking Act II Scene 1 tonight but of course that
did not happen. The fiasco that was the previous rehearsal set me back, along with not holding
rehearsals both last Friday and this past Monday. It’s okay. I cannot get overwhelmed. I must
regroup and focus.
September 13, 2006
We began blocking Act II Scene 1. I started with page 41, only working Cara and Erin at
the top of the rehearsal. I have not made up my mind as to whether or not to have Irene pacing at
the opening of this act or have her sitting and then standing on her line. She does not want to be
there and in the back of her mind, she is waiting for the moment when she can get away. I will
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continue to think about the metacommunications that I want to establish and play with different
movements.
I will have to work the monk moment on page 43 when I have more time to spend with
these two actors. Initially, I thought I would have them do some sort of monk march if you will,
around the four cubes that are placed center stage. At this point, I am wondering if they need to
move at all?
I reworked the blocking on page 46. I had Irene crossing at the top of page 46 to a
position USR near the altar with the urn on it. Considering Kathleen is sitting DSL of Irene,
facing the audience, this made it difficult for Kathleen to look at Irene when she is describing the
“highlights of the urn shopping.” I tried having Kathleen stand and cross SR to the altar, thinking
I needed to have both of them there for Kathleen’s line on page 47 “God, it is ugly,” referring to
the urn.
However, this movement seemed awkward and unmotivated. So, I had Kathleen sit down
again and this time I had Irene cross DSR to the DSL corner of the altar and I had Kathleen shift
in her seat to a profile position facing Irene. This adjustment seemed to work much better, the
motivations were clearer and the transition was fluid. Furthermore, the proximity associated with
their positions are also indicators of their relationship in which this adjustment to the blocking is
justified. And I do not have them both at the urn on page 47. It is not necessary.
We continued with the blocking once Melissa arrived. I staggered their call times for
tonight because of the structure of the scene. I will have to work on Mary’s entrance on page 48,
timing it with the sound cue. She will also be entering with a handful of grocery bags. I have not
decided if Mary will be handling real food for the moment when she makes sandwiches or not.
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The script calls for quite a number of items here; I will watch the development of the scene and
make a final decision later.
On page 53 Kathleen was stepping backward on her line “You don’t remember that...”
The movement was awkward because she then had to turn around to see Albert. I had her try just
simply turning DS away from Mary and that is the moment when she sees Albert DSR, which
gives her the motivation to cross to him. The movement flows more naturally and we will
continue to work it in this manner.
We will have to work on Albert’s entrance on page 53. This should be done in the dark
and not too soon as to pull focus. This will also be the time of his costume change that will
happen off stage prior to his entrance. In addition, he will need to be back in his original costume
for page 57. I will have to work on this entrance as well.
I moved Kathleen and Mary’s crosses from the top of page 57 to the bottom of page 56.
The crosses are more motivated with the line and the set up for the next beat is more subtle. I
also cut Mary’s cross on page 58. There is no need for her to move when she begins reminiscing
about her father. By keeping her seated, I feel it emphasizes her words and, therefore, her
perception of her father.
Speaking of Albert, what am I going to do with him? The script calls for him to play a
game of pool during the scene on page 58. His urn is on the only table-like piece of scenery on
stage (the altar). It simply looks awkward for him to be stroking a cue and aiming for his own
urn. I attempted to move him DSR and pantomime a game of pool. However, this action did not
clearly communicate that he was indeed playing a game of pool. Instead, I have him crossing
USR to the altar, where he stands and observes his daughters reminiscing. At this point, I do not
know if this will impede on the playwright’s intent for this scene.
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The rehearsal went very well tonight and I am pleased with our progression. Tomorrow
night I will work on blocking Act II Scene 3.
September 14, 2006
We blocked Act II Scene 3 tonight. I reworked Mary and Irene’s cross on page 69. I had
Irene crossing US to Mary, grabbing her arm, and guiding her to the bed on Mary’s line “The
funeral director...” The line was getting lost and the movement of the actors was too parallel in
positioning and did not flow. Consequently, George II, Duke of Saxe-Meiningen (1976)
discusses, “the use of parallels is particularly bad in relating the position of one actor with
another...nor should an actor move in a parallel line...regular intervals create a sense of boredom”
(p. 86). Instead, I have Irene crossing at a diagonal from her position DSR to CS on “Never
mind, whoa, time out!” and Mary counters USL around the US bed and sits down. This change is
more effective and no lines were lost in the movement.
I cut Irene’s cross on the top of page 72 on her line “Fuck you, Kathleen.” It is more
effective if she stays where she is on the bed. This decision leaves her on a lower level than
Kathleen, creating an imbalance of power, as Dean and Carra (1989) argue that “the higher the
level of the figure the stronger the position” (p.64). In this case, Kathleen should hold the
stronger position because she is about to confront Irene with her knowledge of Irene’s casino
escapade. Furthermore, Irene is attempting to cover for her lie, which in itsself, places her in a
weaker position. I did, however, speak to Erin about using paralanguage and body movements to
help communicate Irene’s defensiveness while still remaining seated.
On page 76, Mary is to cross to the box to get the handkerchief; the box is DSL on the
DS side of the bed. This movement takes too much time. I moved the box to the floor between
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the two beds. If I leave it there, it is in Erin’s way for Irene’s cross on page 77. I placed it on top
of the table in between the two beds. This should work. I will continue working with it like this.
Tonight was a productive rehearsal. Tomorrow I will work with Erin and Pat only. We
will block Act II Scene 2 and work their moment in Act I Scene 2. Cara has a meeting tomorrow
with Jan Newman at Newman’s Billiards.
September 15, 2006
I met Cara and Jan at Newman’s Billiards this afternoon. Jan has been a professional pool
player for 16 years and is an owner of the local pool hall. She instructed Cara on her stance,
posture, and stroke. Another important element of pool she discussed was cue ball control. Jan
explained the term English and informed Cara that a professional tells the ball where to go and
what to do, lining up shot after shot. The cue ball is the most important ball on the table and she
must play her angles. Cara practiced as Jan instructed, adjusting her position and working on her
stance and stroke.
Jan also shared some of her experiences of being a woman in a male dominate
atmosphere. Jan shared some advice with us saying, “If they bother you a little, smile and go on.
If they bother you a lot, take their money” (J. Newman, personal communication, September 15,
2006). This afternoon went very well and it will help Cara a great deal with her pool game in Act
I Scene 1. Furthermore, the stories that Jan shared with us will help Cara understand her
character and her motivations more thoroughly. Jan also gave Cara a pool cue and case to work
with and use in the show. The meeting was fun and informative and we plan on meeting again
next week.
Rehearsal tonight was for Pat and Erin only. We blocked Act II Scene 2. I thought we
would be able to stack two of the square cubes to use as a bar stool, but it is just too tall. Irene
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will be standing at the bar instead of sitting at the bar. Pat was pausing on Albert’s entrance and I
suggested he cut the pause and go right for the craps table. We worked with this adjustment and
the movement is more motivated. Because this is a short scene, we blocked it and then ran it
several times.
After a short break, we continued and worked the craps moment in Act I Scene 2, pages
27-29. We had to work choreographed movements for this scene. They are mirroring each other
and the shaking and the throwing of the dice has to happen at the same time. I had both
individuals DSC but the crosses did not seem quite right. They got to their places too quickly but
I could not slow down their pace. I moved them further apart to the point where Irene was DSR
and Albert was DSL both in quarter positions. This did extend their crosses and the timing
seemed to work better, but now it is a little muddled in the middle. I will have to continue to
work on this.
Monday’s rehearsal is for Cara and Pat only. We will block and work Act I Scene 1 and
if we have time, I will work their moment in Act II Scene 1.
September 18, 2006
We started the rehearsal at 8pm tonight due to scheduling conflicts. Tonight I worked
with Pat and Cara on Act I Scene1; we blocked it and worked it. Because the cubes did not work
as bar stools, I will need to have them placed elsewhere on stage. I am thinking they will work if
we place them US in front of each of the four flats, I will address Chad about this.
The importance of this scene is for Cara to communicate to the audience that Kathleen is
a professional pool player. She does not actually have to make shots because we are not using
actual pool balls. Sound effects will be used to help communicate the activity of the game. I
discussed with her that between shots she should be checking her angles and setting up her
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following shots, reiterating what was discussed with Jan. We further discussed the imaginary
game she is playing, picturing the balls and knowing where her cue ball is at all times.
Tonight Cara seemed awkward around the pool table and her pool cue. She previously
informed me that she has very little experience with the game of pool. It will take some time and
practice but she is willing to dive-in and do what is necessary to achieve the task. I have given
her homework. I told her to play pool and visit the pool hall as often as she could. I told her to
have fun with it and to remember to observe the individuals within that atmosphere, as well as
the games themselves. I have confidence in her and that feels good.
I worked with Albert’s blocking tonight. Albert is a difficult character. I am not sure what
to do with him. I thought I had it all figured out but know I feel somewhat confused by him. In
this scene, the audience does not know that he is a figment of Kathleen’s imagination and is in
fact dead. For this scene, I want it to have that Sixth Sense feel to it. I want the two characters on
stage interacting in a way that if I physically took Albert out of the scene, the scene would still
make sense. I will continue working on this.
September 19, 2006
We worked Act I Scene 2 tonight. I think every thing is going very well. My actors are
giving me a lot to work with, which is good and I appreciate it. This scene is now blocked and
we are working on motivations and character development.
Mary is coming across as whiney which is not right for the character. Mary is not whiney.
She is innocent, naive in some regard, and assertive at times. I spoke to Melissa about her
delivery and she will continue to work on it. I cannot help but feel that there is something simple
I could say to her that would correct this and get the delivery I am looking for, but I am not sure
what that would be. I found myself talking and explaining, talking and explaining; attempting to
clarify differences in vocal qualities. I am not sure how effective I was.
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Melissa’s delivery of Mary’s line on page 21, “This family!” does not communicate an
essence of frustration. She is pissed-off that her sisters cannot get along. And she is happy to see
Kathleen; why wouldn’t Irene be? Additionally, I need to see more of a shift in Mary from the
moment when she is angry and frustrated with Irene, to happily greeting Kathleen on Kathleen’s
entrance. This action will help to express the relational shifts in the dyads.
We will need to work on the confrontation on page 22. The crosses do not seem to flow.
I may need to re-block this moment. It is a confrontation. The pace needs to speed up.
On page 22 Albert’s line “This is nice. Together 45 whole seconds and you’re practically
killing each other trying to get out the door.” Pat repeatedly used the term they’re instead of
you’re. What this does, is indicates that he is now addressing the audience and not his daughters.
This in turn, brings the audience into the action on stage where they are now participants or
characters. This is not the collaboration of audience participation I am looking for. We
conversed, and he will correct it.
Regarding the phone conversations on the bottom of page 30, it works better if Pat does
not pantomime Albert holding a phone up to his ear.
On the bottom of page 32, Cara needs to take two more steps DSC to confront Mary on
Kathleen’s line “He’s still in a fucking drawer with a toe-tag?!” This will give Irene more
motivation to defend Mary and confront Kathleen. Additionally, this movement will also signify
the relationships that I am attempting to establish.
In this moment, Kathleen is pissed because once again she has to come in and take care
of the family business. From her perspective, she has to clean up the mess, while her sisters play
around, just like when they were young. Therefore, her perceptions and feelings toward this
situation stem from her application of meaning in the construction of the family. Furthermore,
Irene’s behavior of protecting Mary is an indicator of her role as Mary’s big sister. Her behavior
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of confronting Kathleen is also an indicator of their relationship in that it exemplifies the conflict
between them. Irene, I perceive, is all too willing to confront Kathleen as a protective display for
Mary. As the scene progresses, however, Kathleen and Irene’s protectiveness toward Mary when
they decide she does not have to identify the body is an indicator of her role as their baby sister
and their roles as her big sisters. Furthermore, in protecting Mary from having to see her dead
father, they preserve her bright memories of him, which I perceive as an act of sisterly love.
This, in turn, is also an indicator of their family relationship as loving and compassionate.
I will have to work on Mary’s cross on page 32. There is something awkward about it. I
feel that it is motivated. However, the movement does not look motivated.
Albert’s line on the top of page 34 should be delivered to Kathleen as though he is
advising her. This will help set the motivation for Kathleen’s next line and her cross to Irene.
We will need to continue working on the memory scene. It seems the actors are not yet
comfortable with the fight-chase choreography. In addition, the transition needs to be clearer
during this time. We need to see the shifts into childhood, from them being adults to them as
children. I am hoping that the lighting for this moment will help communicate to the audience
that there has been a shift. However, the shift must be evident in the characters. Additionally,
Melissa should hold on to Pat’s leg longer on page 35, Mary is not willing to let go that easily.
All three women are doing wonderfully with their child personas. There is a true sense of
believability. This is one of my favorite moments because Pat can really engage the moment and
interact physically with the others as Albert. I do think Mary and Albert should move DS more
for their moment in this memory scene. It is an intimate moment and I think it can be played
more CS. Conversely, Dean and Carra (1989) suggest the tonal quality of the downright stage
area would benefit the mood of this type of scene, due to its warm and tender qualities (p. 135).
However, I think the way I have blocked this moment will prove to be effective.
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September 20, 2006
We worked Act II Scene 3 tonight. I changed Mary’s blocking at the top of this scene.
Originally, I had her sitting on the other bed USL next to Kathleen who was sitting on the bed
DSL. However, after hearing the lighting designer’s vision of this opening scene, I decided it
would be more effective if I placed Mary at the table on the opposite side of the stage. This
allowed for isolation of both the characters and for the lighting effect being attempted.
On page 69, I need to be sure that Erin does not turn around too soon. She should “see”
the urn at the same time she delivers the word “see” in the line “...Wait ‘til you see...” She turns,
she says, and she sees. That fast, almost all at once.
On the same page, I was having trouble with Kathleen’s cross to get the money clip from
Mary and her presence SL after the cross. I worked with this, having Kathleen cross to C on her
line “Can I see that?” And Mary crossing after Kathleen’s line in response to her request.
Additionally, I had Kathleen crossing back USR after she received the clip. This seemed to work
much better and I will continue to run it like this.
Irene’s confession on page 74, Erin needs to take that moment before she starts
explaining where the money came from. Irene would be hesitant. This is a big confession for her
and it would not come easily. In confessing, she admits to a number of things. For one, she has to
admit she lied. Two, she has to admit she stole the money. Three, she has to admit she has a
problem. And four, she admits to her feelings and openly grieves. Erin must communicate to the
audience that Irene is reluctant and that she may not even go through with the confession, in fact,
she may be exploring the idea of expressing another lie.
When Albert enters US from behind Flat A on page 75, he is blocked by Flat C if you are
sitting in the audience house right. I reworked his entrance and he is now entering from between
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the proscenium wall and Flat A. This allows him to be open to all audience members and his
approach is more natural.
Kathleen’s cross on page 77 was reworked. I first had her crossing USC and moving
away from Mary on her line “14. She was 14.” I changed the cross so that it occurs on
Kathleen’s following line “Albert’s legacy...” The cross works better here but it is still a little
awkward.
I am very pleased with the way rehearsals are going. My actors are wonderful. I decided
to go ahead and have the remote control and TV Guide props. Originally, I thought they were not
necessary but we could use them for stage business along with their intended use.
September 21, 2006
We worked Act I Scene 2 tonight. I re-blocked Kathleen’s cross on page 22 on her line,
“I guess I should go back...” She is now picking up her bags on the first half of the line and
crossing USC on the last half of the line, “This is a little cramped for three...” Consequently,
Irene now crosses DSC to confront Kathleen on Irene’s following line, “Hey, go ahead, put down
your bags...” Additionally, Mary crosses SRC to confront both of them on her line, “Neither of
you move an inch.” This motivates the confrontation more effectively and the picturization
expressed suggests the tension between the characters. More importantly, it increases the
believability of Mary’s role as mediator. I will continue to run this blocking.
I do have a concern about where and what Albert is doing on stage during this
confrontation. He is such a complex character. I am not sure, if I should have him in the middle
of everything or if he should be sitting on the sidelines. I will ponder on this for a while.
I worked with the blocking on page 34. When Irene and Kathleen are fighting over the
cards and they cross around SR to USC where Mary is caught in the middle, the blocking looks
like they are placing Mary in position CS. Though they are moving her into position, there needs
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to be more of a natural flow to it. I do not want these movements to look like blocking. I think it
is all about timing really. We ran this moment several times, the flow is becoming more natural,
and I believe it will continue to improve.
September 22, 2006
We worked Act II Scene 2 tonight, along with Albert and Irene’s craps moment in Act I
Scene 2. Upon Irene’s entrance at the opening of Act II Scene 2, I had her entering from behind
Flat D. I changed that to have her entering from behind Flat A and crossing to the bar DSR in a
curved motion. This opened her up to the audience more effectively.
Albert enters on page 63 from between Flats B and D, crossing DS to the craps table
instead of to the bar. I did this because the cross from the bar to the table seemed unmotivated
and unneeded. When Albert approaches the table, he should take a moment to look it over before
pantomiming placing chips and rolling the dice. His back is facing Irene. Irene is looking in the
direction of the table. Their conversation continues before Irene joins him on the bottom of page
64. Be sure to have Irene physically mimic her motions as she is describing them in her lines on
the bottom of page 64.
September 25, 2006
The set pieces are in. They do not work as they are now. They are excessively large and
heavy. How are the stagehands going to move the pieces as needed for the set changes? I am
extremely stressed over this. Somehow, I have failed in relaying my conceptual ideas and needs
for the set design. When I was shown the unit set with the modular pieces, I accepted it, and I
own that decision. It seemed as if it was what I was looking for; multiple pieces that could shift
and be manipulated to suggest the various settings. However, these pieces are overly
cumbersome; they seem to take over the stage.
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Another concern I have with the set is the application of the paint on the set pieces. The
textured effect that was applied suggests a stone-like finish. This makes the pieces visually seem
larger and heavier than they may actually be.
I cannot help but to wonder how I could have prevented this misunderstanding from
happening. Should I have paid closer attention to the measurements? Should I have given the set
designer the dimensions for the pieces that I wanted? Having scenic design experience, it is
feasible for me to have done so, but as the director, is that my responsibility; dimensions and
measurements of the set?
Wow! I cannot believe this is happening. I have laughed, I have cried, and I have
screamed out loud. The set is nothing like I imagined. What did I imagine? I do not know
anymore. What can I do? It is time to figure out how to fix this. I must do my best to
communicate effectively, without negative emotions hindering the process. There is a production
meeting on Wednesday, which the topic of discussion will be the set.
During tonight’s rehearsal period, we experimented with the set pieces, moving them
around and reconfiguring them to create the needed scenic elements. I just simply wanted to find
a way to make these pieces work. We finally grouped the pieces together to set up for Act I
Scene1.
We ran the scene, stopping when needed. It was a different experience working with the
set pieces verses a foldout table. It took Cara a little longer to move around the large set pieces
configured to suggest a pool table. She gets lost behind them due to their size; one of the
concerns originally discussed when the question of using a literal pool table was considered.
Cara’s stance is improving and her game is becoming more and more believable. I can
visually see her connecting with the balls and envisioning the game on the table. Her
improvement is exceptional and she continues to advance in this scene.
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September 26, 2006
We worked Act II Scene 1, pages 48-62, beginning with Mary’s entrance. The script calls
for Mary to enter with an armful of grocery bags (paper works better than plastic here, it
conceals the contents inside more effectively) filled with a variety of (literal) food items. We
have not yet rehearsed with all the items that we will have for the run of the show. I have
considered using fake props, already-made sandwiches, and such. But I think that would be a
mistake. Using real food items will give the actor stage business while standing at the counter. I
have her in that position for ten straight pages. This, at times, has seemed to me, to be too long a
period. However, I cannot find justification for any real motivation that would physically move
her from this position.
I have thought about the production concerning the set. I think that if the set pieces
remain the size and weight that they are, I will need to make some changes. I am considering not
having a scene change going into Act II Scene 2. It is a small scene, only a few pages long. I can
do this scene downstage with simple pools of light on SR and SL. I think taking the time to have
a scene change before and after this scene is unnecessary, time-consuming, and distracting. I do
not think this scene will benefit from shifting the set pieces to suggest a casino-bar setting. I truly
believe we can accomplish that same task simply by using light and sound in conjunction with
the action on stage.
Besides, I like the idea of having the funeral home and Albert’s urn in the background. It
actually makes a lot of sense. In Act II Scene 3, Kathleen’s line on page 73 refers to the action in
Scene 2, “You seemed to be having the time of your life. And I really, really hated you for doing
it right over Dad’s grave.”
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I should have thought of this sooner. I hope to avoid any problems when I bring this up in
the meeting. We have a lot to discuss. In addition, only one scene change will be required per
Act, along with a scene change during the intermission.
September 27, 2006
We had our production meeting today. The tension was overwhelming. The set designer
seemed to be defensive. When we discussed the topic of not having a scene change for Act II
Scene 2 he stated something to the effect of, “I don’t appreciate you discarding my set. I’ve
worked too hard on it” (C. Fraley, personal communication, September 27, 2006). It was not his
digital message that communicated a sign of defense. It was his analogic message, the
paralanguage and body movements he expressed when he spoke that communicated to me he
was upset with my decision and, in fact, on the defense. I hope the way I presented my concerns
and thoughts on how to tackle the issues did not come across as attacking. The set simply does
not work the way it is. As the director of this production, I must do everything I can to assure we
have the best production possible. We set up a meeting for Thursday (tomorrow) night after the
designer’s run-thru to discuss possibilities.
This interaction reminds me of an experience with my first set design. I was also working
with a student director. I built a scenic piece that was only going to be seen at the end of the play.
The director had blocked the ending of the scene in such a way that the piece I built was not
readily visible to the audience. I thought, what was the point? I went as far as asking the director
to adjust the blocking. This was the wrong thing to do, but I put a lot of time and labor into the
piece and I was upset. Actually, I was more than upset; I was downright mad. My point is, I
could relate to his perspective of the situation.
On the other hand, his reaction to my decision was upsetting to me. I cannot help but
wonder if he would have reacted that way if, in fact, I was a male; if, in fact, I was someone who
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he considered an authoritative figure, like an instructor. Would he have voiced his anger and
defensiveness to one of our male faculty members if he were the director on this production?
Perhaps. However, I find myself wanting to analyze the situation.
Often in this process, I have felt as though others see me as student first and director
second. It is true; I am a student-director. However, I am not one without the other. Furthermore,
I am female, which adds a third consideration for my self-indulged analysis. Being a female
means that I must live, interact, and define myself within the social constructs of the patriarchal
society. In discussing feminist standpoint theory Hartsock (1983) claims, “men’s power to
structure social relations in their own image means that women too must participate in social
relations which manifest and express abstract masculinity” (p. 302).
I am a female. I am a female-student-director, this is my standpoint. Therefore, I must
consider my relative social standing as defined by the male-dominated constructs within the
social institution of directing this production. To participate and express a sense of power and
control that is associated with male dominance, I must claim, establish, and maintain my
hierarchal position as director of this production in order to redefine my positions of female and
of student. It has been a struggle working with some of the male participants, to say the least, but
I am actively expressing my role as director.
By the way, sound, lighting, and costumes are coming along. There will be much more to
consider in the coming weeks as we prepare for tech-rehearsals. I had some concerns with
lighting in the beginning. In earlier production meetings, the lighting designer discussed having
literal lighting fixtures and other lighting issues that I felt were irrelevant to the style of the
production and to the playwright’s intent. Again, I claimed that we did not need literal fixtures. If
he wanted to incorporate lighting sconces, then simply suggest the look of sconce lighting with
lighting placement and spill or by any other means he sought fitting.
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The challenges I faced early in the design process and considerations made me want to
scream, has anyone even read the flippin’ script!? However, I kept my composure and
readdressed issues in a way that facilitated collaboration with my directorial concept and script
analysis. I justified the design considerations before reiterating my directorial intent in an attempt
to establish effective interactions.
The challenges with the lighting considerations were soon dismissed. I met with the
lighting designer privately to discuss in detail my lighting needs for the production. I needed him
on my team, working and collaborating with me to ensure a solid production. Our discussion was
informative and enlightening. We accepted each other’s perspectives and I was able to walk
away with the feeling that he understood my needs for this production and that he would adhere
to my interpretation of the play.
We worked Act II Scene 3 tonight. Each of the women has a moment within the play in
which she breakdowns, not necessarily a total breakdown but a highly emotional moment. For
Irene it is in this scene. I suggested for Erin to push herself even further. This is the moment of
Irene’s big confession and it seems flat. I am not seeing the inner struggle or the release of builtup emotion. I need to see it. My cast is doing wonderfully. I am very pleased with their progress
and development. We have small areas to work on but overall I feel we are in a good position. I
will allow the cast to have their scripts if they feel it necessary for tomorrow’s run-thru.
September 28, 2006
Well, tonight was difficult. I choose to run the scenes with the reconfigured set pieces
verses the originally designed configurations. This choice upset a couple of individuals and the
set designer did not approve of the changes. Frankly, I feel no matter what I do these days,
someone will not agree with my decisions. Additionally, I made the final choice to cut the scene
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change for Act II Scene 2. I conversed with the lighting designer about lightning specials and the
lighting for Act II Scene 2 before turning my attention to the scenic issues.
The discussion of scenic issues proved to be difficult in the beginning. Nonetheless, we
reached a point of collaboration. New set pieces will be redesigned and rebuilt. In addition, the
paint application will be readdressed. Keeping with the current color palette, the set designer
suggested a conceptual idea of painting the pieces to look like large decks of playing cards, large
dice, and pool cues.
My initial concern was that the idea seemed too comical. I pictured my actors as little
mice sitting on big dice. I do not know if it will work. We discussed the subtleness of the
application. I believe if the pieces suggested dice, rather than being dice, it would work. I do not
think large, literal dice will. Maybe they would. I asked if I could see the application of this
concept, either on model pieces or on a couple of the set pieces themselves, before committing to
it. I will have something to look at early next week. How did we get here? How could I have
prevented it?
September 29, 2006
A Public Relations (PR) student joined us tonight; she interviewed those who were
present. I did not realize how much PR goes into something like this. I have had a number of
interviews, I have gone to classrooms to speak, and I am working with a class on advertising
posters. WOW! Sometimes this is overwhelming and yet extremely invigorating.
We worked the beginning of Act II Scene 1 tonight. There is something off about the
beginning of this scene. I played around with some ideas and I have made some adjustments.
Originally, I had Irene moving a lot, pacing, and getting up and down out of her seat. That seems
too disruptive and the actions were not motivated. I now have her sitting in her seat and allowing
her body movements (for example, tapping her feet, looking at the door, and moving around in
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her seat) to indicate her anxiety. This worked better. I will continue to observe this moment of
this scene for areas of improvement.
I re-blocked the monk moment on page 43. Initially I was going to have Irene and
Kathleen do a monk walk around the set blocks as they chanted. I viewed it several times in this
manner and I realized it was unnecessary to move them. I had them simply stand in place as they
chanted. This made the moment stronger. It focused on the sisters reminiscing about their father
and their childhood together, instead of focusing on two girls trying to imitate monks. I believe
this change will prove to be additionally effective in displaying Kathleen and Irene’s softer side
of their relationship. A relational shift within the relationship. They may have their differences,
and they may disapprove of each other’s behavioral choices, but in the end, they are sisters and
they share memories.
Speaking of monks...do your research and be thorough! When researching chants, I
focused on Gregorian chants as mentioned on page 42 of the script. I brought in chants for us to
listen to in order to get an idea of the sound we were wanting. However, this was not the sound
we needed at all. On page 43, before the chanting begins, the Tibetan monks are mentioned. This
was the sound I needed. Wow! What a difference. I somehow let this little piece of information
slip by me. This information was extremely pertinent to the action on stage. It was a silly mistake
and I felt I let my cast down.
October 2, 2006
We worked Act I tonight. It seemed like a long time since we visited scene 1. The scene
is developing nicely. I still have my concerns with Albert. I am second guessing my decision of
how involved and interacting he is. He is dead. The script calls for him to interact on a number of
occasions. However, I feel it is not consistent. This confuses me at times. I decided to have him
fully interact only when they have memory scenes. I love those moments. Albert really comes to
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life and the moments pull him deeper into the action on stage. I do not get that same feeling
when he is present on stage as the parental voice in their heads. He seems so distant.
We worked Act I Scene1 and most of Scene2. There are moments of course that we will
have to continue to improve on. My main comment for today was to pick up the pace. All of the
cast members need to work on their line pick-ups and cues. Other than that, I feel okay.
October 3, 2006
Did I mention we have literal dice on stage? Well, we do. They are plain as day. I think
they will have to be toned down. I feel they are too comical. I can not get the image of little mice
on dice out of my head. Perhaps it is simply my own perception that I am unable to let go of. We
have a production meeting tomorrow, I will bring it up.
We worked Act I again tonight, focusing on Scene 2. There still seems to be a moment of
awkwardness during the confrontation scene on page 22. I have Mary crossing to Kathleen and
Irene USC on her line, “Neither of you move an inch.” The motivation is there for her to move.
However, Albert has a line following Mary’s, before Mary continues with, “I mean it...” It seems
like Melissa the actor, is waiting for Pat the actor, to deliver his line. It is an unlikely pause for
Mary to take if she is confronting her two older sisters and giving them ultimatums. I will have
to address this issue without conducting unnecessary changes to the present blocking.
The feet moment on page 23 following the confrontation scene was dead on tonight. Erin
made a wonderful character choice to grab Melissa’s foot on Irene’s line, “Thank God. I thought
you were going to make me smell your feet.” Melissa, in turn, reacted with a lunge toward Erin,
attempting to slap her. It was a wonderful discovery for both actors and it demonstrated the
character’s sibling playfulness.
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October 4, 2006
We had our production meeting today. Tech rehearsals begin next week. At the close of
the meeting, the scenic designer, the technical director, and I went to the scene shop to discuss
the look of the scenic elements. After much discussion, I believe we came to a collaborated
middle ground. We will use the conceptual idea of integrating gambling and billiard elements
into the scenery. We agreed to be implicit rather than explicit with the finished product.
Given the time to consider this conceptual design, I am more welcome to it. It would
have been ideal if this opportunity to brainstorm the concept came earlier in the design process.
As the director, perhaps I should have thought of it and given it to the designer. From the
standpoint of a scenic designer, however, I wanted the designer to have the creative freedom to
implement his own design. I, as the director, choose not to precisely determine the look of the set
by dictating exactly what was to be on the stage. I wanted to be opened to the possibilities the
designer had to bring to the table, in connection with my thoughts and ideas expressed in our
preliminary meetings.
We worked Act II tonight. I still have my concerns with the opening of Scene 1. I have
asked Erin not to give too much time before Irene’s opening line. On the other hand, I do need to
set up this scene. I need silence to do that. In addition, Erin if viewed from house-right (HR)
blocks Cara. I have attempted to correct this, yet, I have not found a justifiable solution.
The transition in and out of Kathleen’s memory scene on pages 54 and 55 are more fluid.
We have worked these moments several times. I have reminded Cara to take that moment of
silence as Kathleen comes out of the memory scene before speaking her next line. There were
times when the line came too quickly and the transition was not clear. “Don’t be afraid of the
silences,” I said, referring back to the authors notes.
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Pat made a nice character choice during the moment on page 58. This is the place where
the script calls for him to be playing pool but I choose to have him simply observing his
daughters. Pat sat up on the altar next to his urn. His choice worked for me. It communicated a
sense of comfort and peace, which followed the mood of the moment. In addition, he chooses to
stand again when Kathleen stood and crossed around to SR on her line, “...You want something
to drink hon?” Along with the other action on stage, this movement assisted in emphasizing a
beginning shift in the overall mood of the scene.
I originally had a run-thru for both Acts scheduled for tomorrow night. I will be missing
one of my actors due to scheduling conflicts. I determined we would focus on those scenes and
moments where the character is not present. The time is near. I am afraid that with all the
scheduling conflicts we have had along the way, our progression toward a solid run-thru has
been delayed. I wanted to have one run-thru with my actors before turning my attention to
technical elements next week.
October 5, 2006
We began tonight with Act I Scene1. I enjoy this scene immensely. I wished the other
two women had this much time with their father. Granted, they have their moments.
Nevertheless, this is an extended period in comparison. Perhaps the playwright intended for this,
considering that as the eldest daughter, Kathleen, holds the most resentment and has the most
unresolved issues with her father. I know this to be true in my own family.
I have relied on my personal experiences to connect to, and relate with, these four
characters. Directing this play has actually brought up family issues that I thought I had dealt
with a long time ago. Consequently, they are resurfacing. I have attempted to push these negative
emotions aside. However, I find myself angry with my father. I have not spoken to him in weeks.
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Ironically, he does not know why I have not talked with him or that I even have unresolved
issues. Perhaps one day, I will not.
We worked Act II Scene 2 and the craps moment in Act I Scene2. Pat and Erin really
need to be on top of these scenes. It is important to visually establish Albert and Irene’s
similarities. Irene is the one daughter who is most like her father. The communication between
Irene’s words and Albert’s actions during the craps moment in Act I are pertinent to these visual
similarities. Their mirroring techniques have improved with rehearsals. In addition, we have
found other moments within the play to express their likeness. For example, in Act II Scene 1,
they both sit on the altar, albeit, on different occasions. It is the small choices that I hope the
careful observer will acknowledge.
October 9-12, 2006
Tech rehearsals are underway! It is exciting to have all the technical elements coming
together. Dress rehearsals will begin next week. I still have my concerns with the set. The scene
changes will have to come together more quickly. I think the stagehands will need to rehearse the
shifts in order for them to be more fluid and efficient. I do not want the audience to be taken out
of the play due to waiting on scene changes.
Originally, I wanted set pieces that the cast could easily move themselves in order to
avoid stopping for scene changes. However, with the development of the set, the pieces were
simply too large for the cast to shift without interrupting the pace of the show. Having this
knowledge, I agreed to have a set crew make the necessary scene changes. I did not want the cast
to break character for a set change. Actually, I did not want the audience to experience a break in
character and risk them being detached from the action on stage and character associations. It
would have been ideal if I could have incorporated the shifts into the action on stage. How I
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would have been able to accomplish this I am unsure of at this point. It may be that I did not
communicate this idea effectively to the set designer.
We had a number of notes regarding props. Most of the notes were easily corrected. We
needed a stronger box for the end of Act I Scene 2, Erin and Melissa ripped it when they were
struggling over it. We also needed a third pool cue. We had been using only two. We soon
determined having a third would be ideal to avoid unnecessary prop mishaps between scene
shifts. This way we would not have to screw and unscrew a cue to place it in the case for the next
scene.
In Act II Scene 1, Melissa is improving on effectively removing the items from the
grocery bags, making sandwiches, then returning the unneeded items to the bag and moving the
bags to the floor. There were quite a few adjustments to be made during this time. We discovered
that if she left the bags on the counter, Kathleen was later partially blocked from the audience. In
addition, I needed her to prepare the props for the next scene change. It would have been too
timely to have the members of the set crew remove the items individually or to place them in the
bags and then remove them from the stage.
I had a few lighting notes, mainly simple adjustments; remove the spill here, bring up the
intensity there, etc. I did want to adjust the lighting for the end of the show. The fade time
needed to decrease. It seemed the actors were standing on stage, waiting for the blackout. I
suggested we try to have the lights begin fading on Albert’s last line, “My girls.” I also wanted
the intensity of the main-stage lighting to come down before the individual specials on each
character, leaving the audience with a sense of family verses a sense of place.
The sound design is right on. All the effects for this production exemplify the
communication being attempted for the appropriate settings. In addition, the sound effects have
created a new level of understanding and realism. In Act I Scene1, the reality of Kathleen’s pool
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game is undeniably apparent. One may not even be aware that there are no pool balls on the
table. The combination of the action on stage and the technical elements has brought this
production to life. I am excited to see everyone in full costumes next week.
I did of course have notes for my cast, one being energy. I did not want them to over
extend themselves, especially during the moments of high emotions. I needed them to harness
that energy for the performances. They are all achieving brilliant moments with their characters.
Many of my notes this week for my cast were simple reminders. For example: cheat your
face out, open yourself up, your line is, enter more quickly here, take your time there, start your
cross here, finish your cross there, etc. I do have one major concern at the moment and that is
with Albert.
Albert is a shape-shifter, taking on the attributes of his daughters perceptions of him.
However, I am not seeing distinct shifts in his personality or in his physical movements. I have
discussed this with Pat on a number of occasions in which we brain stormed different ways we
could communicate these shifts.
One of the suggestions I had recently was to try to manipulate his clothing to indicate a
shift in personas. For instance, Mary sees her father as more put together than Kathleen does.
How can we communicate the differences with clothing adjustments? Examples may be, rolling
his sleeves up or down, buttoning or unbuttoning his shirt, whatever the action-perception called
for. I will continue to remind Pat of this and watch for indications in shifts.
I have had my concerns and reservations about some particular moments within the
production. I have asked my advisor to come and observe these moments. He is an experienced
director and I welcome his advice. He will join us on Friday.
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October 13, 2006
We had a short rehearsal today, working on specific moments. Bobby Funk joined us, as I
had asked him to. We began with Act I Scene 2.
I needed a shift in focus after Albert’s cross on his line on page 27. My focus seemed to
remain on Albert and I needed a simple adjustment. Bobby had one. Irene has the following line
and it was suggested that I incorporate movement to pull focus away from Albert and give it to
Irene. I simply had Erin slide to the edge of the bed. This did pull focus and it prepared her for
her cross at the bottom of the same page.
Albert’s cross on page 29 coming out of the craps moment seemed to pull focus from
Irene. Again, it was a simple fix. Instead of Albert delivering his line DSL at the unseen table, he
is now beginning his cross on his line, “Almost no one does it, you know. Ends a winner.” This
works only if Albert takes the moment after his last roll of the dice and communicates to the
audience that, in fact, his luck had changed. I do not want to rush this moment. It is a defining
moment. It gives us a glimpse of Irene’s perception of her father; the gambler, the risk-taker.
On page 32, I had Mary crossing DSR on her line, “See, I went to his room...” This cross worked
and it is motivated. However, it did not assist in the cross back on page 33. The distance and time
it took Melissa to cross back to the bed was not justifiable in the line. The simple adjustment for
this was to have her cross DSC on page 32 verses DSR. This still communicated that Mary
wanted to move away from Kathleen, in anticipation of Kathleen’s reaction to the
information that Mary was providing; and it corrected the cross back to the bed on page 33.
In Act II Scene 1, we observed the blocking at the beginning of the scene. I have worked
this moment several times, changing and adjusting the blocking. However, I had not come to a
satisfied resolution. At this point, I did not want to make extreme changes to the blocking and I
did not have to. Bobby simply suggested that I switch the positions of the two actors. Positioning
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the actor’s in this way solved my dilemmas. For one, it kept me from having to make other
changes to the following blocking. For two, Erin no longer blocks Cara. For three, Erin is no
longer pulling focus from Cara. This makes sense, considering the amount of movement Irene is
displaying, versus the amount of movement Kathleen is displaying, and Erin should be US of
Cara. The blocking and action on stage now represent a quality of shared focus.
I feel good about the adjustments and considerations we addressed today. We worked and
observed a number of moments, some of which I described above. In all of the moments, there
existed a simple and effective change. I believe I was too involved, too deep into the process to
see what needed to be done. I was not able to step back and observe these moments without any
preconceptions or assumptions. For that reason, I asked my advisor to assist me in resolving
these issues.
October 17-18, 2006
Dress rehearsals began on Tuesday night. The show has really come together. I had some
minor notes for my cast. Most of them were simple reminders. We also discussed the changes
that were made on Friday.
Please allow me to digress for a minute. I am real tiered of writing this journal. It has
been a tedious task (although educational). I began writing on the computer. However, I was not
always able to use a computer. Thus, I turned to the hand and paper method and continued with
it. It worked, I could write in bed. Many nights it was the last thing I did before I fell asleep and
usually, this was the only time I had to do it. Consequently, I have had to transfer the information
from paper to computer. This means, I have done my work twice. Where is the sanity in that?
Back to business. Costumes were priority last night and tonight. There were a few
adjustments to be made. Kathleen’s shirt for Act II had to be addressed. It pulled at the buttons.
The shirt Albert wore on Tuesday seemed too light and did not read well. Monet dressed him in a
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different shirt for Wednesday and the color and pattern was more evident, we will continue to
use this one. Mary’s bracelets were clanging together, creating a distracting noise. I requested we
remove some of them, Monet agreed. Additionally, I requested to see Irene in her leather jacket
in Act II.
Previously, I discussed with Monet that I wanted to see distinct costume changes for Act
II Scene 1. They are attending their father’s funeral service after all. Originally, Monet had Irene
in her jacket for Act I and without her jacket for Act II. I felt it should be just the opposite. In Act
I Scene 2, she has been at the hotel for a while, long enough to have settled in. In Act II Scene 1,
she would have wanted to appear to her sisters, Kathleen in particular, that she attempted to be
concerned with her appearance. In addition, as we learn later, she is also concerned with leaving
the funeral home to attend the casino. It was discussed that Irene’s thought process for her attire
would focus on I’m going to the casino, rather than, I’m going to a funeral. I agreed with this
point. Consequently, Irene must keep this knowledge of her casino endeavor to herself. Thus, she
is portraying the look of a grieving daughter and not a gambling addict. I believe we came to a
collaborated decision.
Well, what can I say? The time is here. Opening night is tomorrow. I am petrified. I do
not think I will be able to sleep. My heart is racing. I am so nervous. What if it isn’t any good?
What if I failed miserably? The playwright is coming to see the production. Did I tell you that?
She is. We are bringing her here for the festival performance. The show is good. In fact, it is
fabulous! The actors have done phenomenal work. I am impressed with some of the choices they
have made. They have really brought the characters to life. I wonder how I am as a director. This
is something I want to do professionally. Can I? Of course, I can. I have the instincts and the
knowledge. Did I mention that I am scared to death? Of what? Of failure. Of disappointments.
Of success. Of achievements. Wow! What a ride I am on, goodnight.
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October 19-22, 2006
Opening night was exhilarating! The audience response was the best on that night, the
energy in the room was thrilling. It was wonderful to allow myself to sit in the audience and
observe the patrons, as well as the production, without any anxieties. I figured, it was what it
was. People were going to either like or not. I was content with the production at this point.
Furthermore, I was very pleased with the efficiency of the set changes. I was concerned with
them taking too long. As an audience member, they did not distract me and they were over
quickly. On the other hand, as the director, I was contemplating how to do away with them all
together. We moved the set over to the VA Memorial Theater during strike on Sunday. We will
prepare for the festival performance. I have scheduled a run-thru rehearsal for Tuesday night. We
will perform on Wednesday at 8pm.
October 24, 2006
We rehearsed in the VA tonight. It is amazing how the differences in theatrical spaces
can change the feel of a production. Sitting in the house, I felt disconnected from the action on
stage. This, I suspect, is mainly due to the construction of the theater itself. It is larger than the
BF Theater. The VA seats approximately 500 and is equipped with a balcony. The BF seats
approximately 300, all on the ground floor. The VA is a proscenium stage, with a small apron
and an orchestra pit. The BF is also a proscenium stage. However, it has a very large apron and it
is not equipped with an orchestra pit.
In comparison to the BF, the amount of space or aesthetic distance in the VA between the
stage and the actual seating in the house is immense. Additionally, in the VA, most of the action
(if not all) takes place US of the proscenium wall; adding to the mental connection of an implied
barrier. Whereas, in the BF, most of the action occurs DS of the proscenium wall. In the BF, the
audience is literally closer to the stage and the stage is more opened to the audience.
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Additionally, the implication of a barrier is not as strongly suggested, due to the placement of the
proscenium wall. I felt a greater connection to the play, to the characters, and to the action on
stage when we performed in the BF. In my opinion, this play calls for a more intimate space than
the VA can provide.
Along with distance issues, we have projection issues with this theater. It is very hard to
hear the actors at times. They will have to be extra conscious of their projection levels. I do not
want the audience to loose any of the information being provided. I have concerns of what the
VA audience may experience. Will we be able to conquer this space?
October 26, 2006
We performed last night. Unfortunately, a few lines were lost. This, however, did not ruin
the performance. It was a good performance and I was pleased with my actors. Linda attended.
This made me nervous. Clurman claims that “living playwrights are present not only on the
telephone but in person. One of the director’s duties is to deal with them” (p. 41). Even though
Linda was not physically present for my rehearsal process, the preliminary discussions served the
play. I am glad to have had the opportunity to deal with her and I look forward to sitting down
and talking to her.
We had our response today. It went well. The topic I was most compelled with was the
discussion of the breakdowns. It was determined that all of the explosions were the same. All
exhibited a universal breakdown versus an individual one. It was suggested that the anger and
hurt could be played down in order to be more effective. We were asked how we could have
made each of the moments more distinguishable. In addition, it was brought to my attention to
think of the moments as a roller coaster; where is the big loop?
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The set was discussed. It was agreed that not doing specifics, such as a literal set, served
the play best. The scene changes were efficient and functional. However, how could we have
made the changes instantaneous?
The costume choices were described as successful in Act I; capturing the characters
personalities. Consequently, it was suggested that the changes for Act II did not serve the play as
successfully.
The subject of properties was mentioned. It was established that Cara’s handling of the
pool cue was accurate and natural. Furthermore, the handling of Albert’s box of personal effects
could have been done with more reverence. For Mary, it is all she has left of him; communicate
that more effectively.
Overall, the response was enlightening and educational. The discussions gave me a lot to
think about; where could our-my choices have been stronger? How could I-we have
communicated more effectively, to achieve the desired outcome? I cannot answer these questions
now. My brain is tired of analyzing. I am glad I can breathe again.
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CHAPTER 3
PAMELA ON DIRECTING: THE DIRECTORIAL PROMPTBOOK
In this chapter, I illustrate my blocking choices of the characters, which are located on
the ground plan that correlates with each page of the script. My notes on movement and the
applied verbiage are located on the pages containing the text of the script. In my attempt to
establish the dynamics of the family system and to demonstrate the relational shifts of the
subsystems, I have exercised my understanding of the communicative and theatrical processes as
discussed previously. Proximity and picturization are of particular value in this chapter, as I
considered character motivations in the compositions of the scenes.
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CHAPTER 4
PAMELA ON DIRECTING: SUMMATION
Discussion and Conclusions
I entered into this directing project believing I had it all figured out. I perceived that I
understood the play and the characters; I understood the playwright’s intentions; I knew what I
wanted in the technical designs; and I could effectively communicate my directorial concept.
Conversely, not all of my goals were accomplished; this is not to say that I believe I was
unsuccessful as a director. The extent of my choices worked, and my approach to directing
facilitated in communicating the dynamics of the family system.
Conversely, there were some aspects of the production that did not reach their full
potential. One was the set design. In the end, the design served its purpose. It allowed for
mobility and shifts between scenes. When positioned for a scene, the relationships between the
set pieces suggested a sense of place and called for the action on stage to further define the
forms. In addition, the communication of the actions in relation to the set pieces allowed for the
audience members to reach an understanding of how the forms were being defined. This is what
I asked for, and it is within this aspect of the design that the set achieved its functional purpose
for the production.
On the other hand, the set could have been realized further if, in fact, we had begun with
a unit set design with modular pieces rather than a literal set design with actual furniture. Had
this been done, the revision process may have been less extensive. Though the set served its
purpose, it was too large and cumbersome to facilitate a fluid shift between scenes. Ideally, the
scene changes should have occurred without the use of stage-hands in an instantaneous fashion
corresponding simultaneously with the blackouts between scenes. I, as the director, did not stress
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the importance of this need and it resulted in having 30-45 second scene shifts with stage-hands
visible to the audience.
Additionally, I felt there were other moments when the communication process was
hindered by a lack of an understanding. It may be that I did not communicate my conceptual idea
effectively to the point that the set designer understood what I needed from the scenic elements.
It is possible that I gave the set designer too much creative freedom by not dictating specifics.
However, with experience in technical design, I appreciate the freedom and challenge of
designing a set that both adhere to the directorial concept, as well as accomplishes the needs of
the production. As the director, I wanted to give the set designer the opportunity to design and
not simply the occasion to produce my design ideas. For this reason, I did not give specifics.
However, what I could have done to fuel his inspiration was to supply him with visual images
that supported with my directorial concept; I did not do this and it may have influenced some
misunderstandings.
Another probability for the hindrance in communication could have, and most likely was,
derived from the inexperience of both the scenic designer and myself. This production was the
first realized production for both of us in the roles of director and designer. It is my suggestion
that if the Division of Theatre has another occasion where the director of a main-stage
production is a student, directing her or his first full-length performance, and a designer who is
designing her or his first realized production, then the faculty advisors should play a dominant
role in the process of producing the play. This does not imply that there was not communication
with the faculty advisors involved, but rather suggesting bringing the advisors to the forefront to
assist the students in effectively achieving the goals of the production. In addition, the students
must take responsible action in seeking guidance from their faculty advisor during all aspects of
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the production process.
I, as the student director for this production, did not seek advice from my faculty advisor
as often as I, perhaps, should have. One of the challenges I did not discuss with my advisor was
my own conflict in achieving the proper action from my actors. Overall, the actors did
phenomenal work with their characters. The challenges I struggled with were in communicating
effectively with my actors. There were times when I needed a simple solution, yet I did not have
the experience in coaching to resolve some of the issues I faced as the director. Often, I found
myself repetitively discussing to some extent the objectives of the characters and of the scene.
There were occasions when this was ineffective in producing the desired action. Early in the
directorial process, I assigned verbs to the characters’ lines in the attempt to facilitate a certain
action. Conversely, the verbiage used did not always dictate the action I was hoping to achieve.
Consequently, I have determined that my lack of coaching skills resulted in an expression
of a universal emotion from my female actors. This universal emotion was evident during each
individual’s breakdown or confession moment. They all seemed to reach the same level of
emotion, one not being distinct from the other. I believe I discussed my interpretation of the
moment and indicated metacommunication styles too often in an attempt to gain the desired
outcome. It was likely there was a simple solution I could have suggested to ratify the plateau of
emotion if, in fact, I had more experience with coaching and directing in general.
Additionally, another aspect of the acting that I feel did not quite reach its potential was
Albert’s quality of a shape-shifter. I discussed this attribute of Albert’s character with the actor
on several occasions, brainstorming ideas and solutions in an attempt to communicate Albert’s
shape-shifter persona. In the end, the actor gave a wonderful performance in which Albert was
portrayed as his own character. However, Albert is a figment of his daughters’ imaginations, and
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what was not evident in the performance were the differences in his daughters’ perceptions of
him; his shape-shifter qualities.
Again, if I had more experience as a director, perhaps I could have resolved this
challenge and obtained the desired quality of the character. As director, Albert was one of my
biggest challenges. As discussed in previous chapters, I was often unsure and confused by the
suggestions in the stage directions. As a result, my indecisiveness may have influenced the
actor’s choices in his portrayal of the character. Furthermore, I could have sought the council of
my advisor, who is an experienced director and acting instructor, to assist me in conquering
these challenges and achieving my directorial goals.
Overall the production was a success. I adequately applied my knowledge of the
theatrical and communicative processes. My use of proxemics in creating picturizations achieved
the desired metacommunications associated with determining relational dynamics. The
playwright’s intent was interpreted clearly through my directorial choices. Furthermore, my
approach to directing facilitated the action on stage and achieved the super objective of the play.
I perceive my knowledge of the communicative process as molding my directorial
choices. It was through my understanding of the complex interactions within human
communication that I was able to explore my familial relationships and the relationships in the
play. My knowledge and understanding of the discipline allowed me to explore avenues that I
may not have considered otherwise. Furthermore, the joining of the theatrical and
communicative processes, in relation to directing this play, proved effective.
My experience in directing this production was educational. When I began the
Professional Communication program, I contemplated whether or not I was in the right place. I
did not understand why a theater driven individual, like myself, had to endure communication
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courses. What did communication theory have to do with theater anyway? Much to my surprise,
I soon learned that communication has everything to with theater. In producing a play, every
aspect of the production is, in some form or another, a communication.
However, it was not until I opened my eyes to the possible relationship between the two
disciplines, did I achieve an understanding of it. If I were to have directed this play earlier in my
master’s program, it would not have been the same production. My educational experiences have
allowed me to grow in my understanding of how I can apply the communicative process to my
theatrical intentions.
In directing this play, I have learned that even though I have knowledge of the
communication process, it was difficult for me to effectively accomplish the desired
understanding in some of my communicative interactions with others. Additionally, I have
learned to be clearer in my intent and conceptual ideas in order to assist the members of the
design team in achieving their design goals. I have also learned to seek council from my
superiors when faced with challenges. Moreover, I understand that I have much more to learn
about both the theatrical and communicative processes if I am going to continue my directing
endeavors.
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